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Un peuple tiede aux idee politiquea ne

s'emeut profond^ment que pour les idees

sociales.

V^ de Vogue. Mazeppa.

ONLY
a year ago Russia was the greatest empire

in the world. To-day the papers are constantly re-

porting the formation of new states, which are springing

up from the ruin of this once World-Empire: now— the

Duchy of Kurland, with the German Kaiser as its elected

ruler, now— the bourgeoise Republic of Finland, now— the

social-revolutionary Republic of Ukraine, the bolchevistic

Russia, the Caucasian, the Tartar and the Siberian Repu-
blics. It is swarming with states, representing every form

of government from the monarchial to the ridiculous Bol-

chevik-Republic. All the nationalities, not only those which

have existed for centuries and possess a history of their

own, but also those of whose very existence the world

was in ignorance up to yesterday, are putting forward

their claims of independence and self government,
A common trait in the conduct of all these nations is

that they are not so much actuated by a desire to further

their own interests as to injure, or even destroy, that

which up to the year 1916 was known as the great

Russian Empire.
It will therefore be interesting to consider these various

claims and see whether they are really based on any

deep-rooted feelings in the peoples in question, or whether

the events which are now taking place are simply the



results of a long planned and systematic work of Rus-

sia's enemies beyond her frontiers. For, has not the sepa-

ratist movement, which is now dismembering Russia

been brought about by her enemies, because a united Russia

would have been a menace and hinderance to their po-

licy of annexation and colonisation? We do not intend

in this pamphlet to go very deeply into the causes of

this dismemberment. We shall confine ourselves to one

question which is of supreme importance to all Europe,
that is the separation of the Ukranian Republic from Russia,

Until very lately the general public, not only abroad

but likewise in Russia, had a very vague knowledge of

Ukraina, and there were certainly many who had never

heard the name "Ukraina" before the Central Powers

concluded peace with that newly formed republic. During
the World War, however numerous books and pam-

phlets have appeared both in Germany and Austria dea-

ling with Germany's war aims, and in connection here-

with, carefully describing Ukraina, its people, its riches,

and the aims of the Central Powers in that country. The

pamphlets, for the most part by wellknown men in Ger-

many and Austria, are generally published in the form

of scientific monographs. They contain a diffuse account

of Ukraina's history, the aspirations and expectations of

its people, and the economic conditions of the country.
But all these questions are treated in a more than

one-sided manner, and the historical facts are purposely

presented in an untruthful way. In order to compromise

Russia, and to incite the people against her, the authors

do not hesitate to falsify historical documents, but,

even invent things which are obviously absurd and

which are opposed both to historical truth and all com-

mon sense. Thus Dr. Karl Notzel in his article "Die

Unabhangigkeit der Ukraine als einzige Rettung von der

russichen Gefahr" Munchen 1915, states that Peter the

Great, after the victory of Poltava, in revenge for Ma-



zeppa's treachery instigated terrible reprisals during which

very many thousands of Ukrainians were crucified.

This is written of a Russian Czar who reigned at

the beginning of the 18th century; of the ruler of a

country renowned for its deep piety; a country in which

the cross is to this day highly venerated in memory of our

Saviour; a country in which since the introduction of

Christianity the cross has never been used for executions,

nor could its use for such purposes be even contempla-

ted. It may be mentioned that the German writers are

not content with drawing on their imagination about the

events of 200 years ago, but even of the present day
occurences they report the most extraordinary things.

H. V. Revelstein, for instance, in his paper "Die Not der

Fremdvolker unter dem russischen Joche" Berlin 1916,

relates how, when the troops left Kief in 1915, the people

followed them cheering; "Long live Austria"! "Long live

Germany" ! The author declares he heard this story from

some Ukrainian prisoners of war. We mention these little

traits to show what means the German writers employ
in their endeavours to incite the Ukranians against Rus-

sia or to prove the formers alleged love for Austria. Of

course Dr. Notzel knows perfectly well that Peter the

Great neither had anyone crucified nor that he ordered

a general persecution of the Ukranians, for the Doctor can

hardly be ignorant of the fact that only a few ambitious

and priviliged Cossacks joined Mazeppa, while the great

body of the Cossacks remained loyal to Moscow*). And

*) Dr. Notzel is evidently not intimately acquainted with Russian

history, since he confuses Little Russian Cossacks with Zaporog Cos-

sacks, the latter obeying the orders of their Ataman Gordeenko, joined

Mazeppa with a strength of ten thousand, and after the vitory of Peter

the Great, two colonels of the Little Russian Cossacks, Jakoffleff and

Galagan, destroyed the Zaporog "Setch" on the river Tchernomlyk,
where upon the Zaporogs migrated to Turkey.



still less can H. v. Revelstein believe in the fable he re-

lates as he must naturally be aware that the circumstan-

ces in 1915 were such that not even the bravest German
would have dared to shout "Long live Austria"! when
the troops were marching off. The untruthfulness of these

and similar stories is so obvious that perhaps it is hardly

worth while exposing them, but, unfortunately, the German
books on Ukraina are practically the only source from

which the reading public can draw for their information

of conditions prevailing in that country. This litera-

ture, finding its way to the neutral countries, caused the

immense influence it had in Germany to spread likewise

to these countries, in short, almost over the whole of

Europe. It may therefore be presumed that at the present

moment it is a fairly wide-spread belief that the „ Ukra-

inian" people have always entertained the idea of libera-

ting themselves from-the "oppression" of Russia, and that

they have now simply seized the opportunity which pre-

sented itself of realising their old dream of independence.
We shall therefore examine the German literature a

little more closely.

II

The more extreme Ukrainophiles (Samostiizi) and the Ger-

man writers assume that from time immemorial two different

races inhabited respectively what is now known as North

and South Russia. The so called Little Russians had, it is

maintained, an independant state, and the great mass of

the people in Ukraina have never relinquished their dream

of re-establishing that state. It was only the cruelty of

the Russian Government that repressed these aspirations,

and that Czarism for two hundred years, and especially



towards the close of the 19th century, persecuted most

rigourously all which might tend toward the realisation

of the Little Russian's national ideals. These writers fur-

ther assert: that Russia has not only politically oppressed

Ukraina, but that Great Russia has exploited Little Rus-

sia in a shameless way.
We can not, of course, in the present treatise give the

history of Russia, but we are obliged to mention a few

historical facts to elucidate the question of Ukraina's pre-

sent position. With regard to the earliest period of Rus-

sian history scientific men are divided into two schools.

One, represented by the well-known German historian

Schlozer and the Russian historians Karamzin, Pogodin
and Solovioff, maintains that the plains from Novgorod
to Kief and both banks of the Dnjepr were inhabited

by certain Slavic and Finnish tribes, who were poor and

lived almost like savages, until the first elements of state

craft was introduced amongst them by the Varings from

Scandinavia, in the middle of the 9th century; the other

school headed by the professors Beljajeff and Zabelin

whose opinions are also supported by the well-known

Ukranian politician and founder of the Rada, Professor

Hrusjevsky of the University of Lemberg, is, on the other

hand, of the opinion that the Slavs, who long before the

Christian era had inhabited the plains of Eastern Europe,
had through a gradual historical process evolved their own

peculiar social organisation and well defined political

principles which were in a state of full completion when
the Varings arrived among them.

Later researches in conjunction with the comparison of

Greek and Northern sources with the Russian legends con-

firm this latter view and it is now accepted as a fact

that the Slavs, who inhabited the Russian plains had,

even before the arrival of the Varings, an extensive com-

merce and many towns: such as Kief, Perejaslav, Nov-

gorod. Polotzk, Rostof etc; and it may be remarked that
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the men from the North gradually, and in a peaceful

manner, extended their power here, that is in quite a

different way than was the case in Western Europe, where

they came as pirates. Though they bore arms they came
to Russia as traders, for through Russia lay the road to

Byzantium where the Norsemen served in the army and

carried on trade. After a time the Norsemen became so

numerous in the Russian towns that in the middle of the

9th century they formed the principal section of the armed

trading class. Shortly after this the Varings appeared as

the governing caste of the Slavic towns, and by inter-

mixing with the native Slavic tribes — Krivitchi, Drevl-

janje, Vjaetitschi, etc. they formed a nation which was

named Rus (the whole nation got this name from a

Norse tribe of the same name).

Thus in the 9th century there lay between the Baltic

and the Black Sea a comparatively cultured state. The

first Varangian prince, Rurik, resided in Novgorod (862

A. D.) but his successor, Oleg, transferred his capital to

Kief, which town he had seized from two other Va-

rangians (Ashold and Dyr). Oleg gathered the whole

country under his rule and founded the mighty Grand

Duchy of Kief, he greatly increased its importance and

wealth by taking possession of the water-way to Byzan-
tium. According to the testimony of travellers, even in

the 11th century. Kief was such a large and rich town

that it could vie with the largest cities of Western Eu-

rope. The fifth prince of the Rurik-dynasty, Vladimir,

introduced, as is known, Christianity into the country, and

during the reign of his successesor, Jaroslaf, that, for

those days most humane code of laws, "Russkaja Pravda"

(Russian Law) was issued, showing that the country had

at that time reached a high state of culture. At that time

Western Europe and Russia were in close communication,

and Jaroslaf's three daughters were married to the French,

Hungarian and Norwegian kings respectively. When one



bears in mind that Jaroslaf founded the town Jaroslaf on

the Volga and another Jurief (Dorpat) in Livland one

gets some idea of the terrtorial greatness of Russia.

On the death of this Prince, however, the decay of

Russia set in owing to the royal laws of inheritance.

The whole country was looked upon as the property of

the Prince and on his death descended to his relations.

The dominions being divided into a series of minor

Dukedoms dependant on Kief. Of these the best and

richest went to the Prince's nearest relatives, while those

more remote had to be satisfied with the less valuable.

The throne of Kief however descended to the Prince's

eldest relative. In consequence of this law of inheritance,

after the death of the Grand-Duke, the position of all the

Princes was subject to changes, and, as the Rurik-family

increased, the possessions of the individual Princes con-

tinued to grow smaller and weaker. Disputes of inheri-

tance occasioned innumerable feuds, and the Princes

were practically always at war with each other. The wars

between brothers for the throne of Kief, and on questions

of inheritance fill two centuries of Russia's history. The

best known of the "minor Dukedoms" are Tjernigof,

Susdal (which from the 12th century was known asWa-

dimlr and later as Moscow), Smolensk, Galitsch and

Novgorod.
In the year 1169 the Prince of Susdal, Andrej Bogolubski,

captured the town of Kief, which he so completely de-

stroyed that it was never more of importance as the ca-

pital. The Princes of Smolensk, Tjernigoff and Galitsch

had themselves proclaimed Grand-Dukes, not because

they had taken possession of Kief, but simply because

they were the eldest of the family. After a time the Grand

Dukes' power weakened to such an extent that Novgorod
and Pskof ceased to acknowledge the authority of Kief's

Duke and declared themselves independant republics.

Furthermore the country was invaded by Asiatic nomads
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who destroyed everything in their path. At the commence-
ment the Princes themselves employed some of these

nomads (Polofzi and Petjenegs) as mercenary troops; but

later on the Tartars appeared and completely conquered
the whole country, while the inhabitants fled towards the

North and West. This once flourshing country was so

depopulated that the papal missionary, Piano Karpini, who
in the year 1246 accompanied the Tartars from Poland to

the Volga, saw everywhere in the fields of the Dukedoms of

Kief and Perejaslav quantities of human skeletons, but

only few living people. At that time only 200 houses

were to be found in Kief, and the inhabitants were ex-

tremely poor and wretched.

From the 12th century the people who had wandered

from the Dukedom of Kief towards the North and West

began to live a separate life. The mighty state of Mos-

cow grew up in the North, where not only the Grand-

Duke, but also the Metropolitan for all Russia had taken

up his residense. But towards the West the Russians, owing
to the unfavourable political conditions, soon came under

foreign influence. Only in the period from 1188 to 1204

did the Galitsch Princes Roman and his son Daniel, attain

to such power that the former was called "the Great"

and Ruler of Russia in the chronicles of the time; while

Daniel, who in the East had been defeated by the Tar-

tars, and in the West had sought the Pope's-) help was

declared by the latter King of Galicia and crowned in

Drogsin. But even under these Princes their neighbours,

the Hungarians and Poles, began to interfere in the in-

terior affairs of the state, and scarcely 100 years later

the Russian Dukedoms in the South West were conquered

by Lithuania.

*) A. Rambaud: Histoire de Russie. Paris 1878.
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III

The difference of opinion between the West European
and the Russian historians regarding the early period of

Russia's history is, however of slight importance. But it

is quite otherwise in the case of the Ukrainian historians

(Professor Hmsjevsky). These endeavour to prove that

the North Russian (the Susdal-Vladimir, afterwards the

Moscovite) state did not originate from the Dukedom of

Kief. According to there historians the latter was a Ukra-

inian state, while the Northern state was founded by
Greater Russians.

But here the question arises as to whether there

existed two distinct tribes — Greater Russians and Little

Russians — in the 13th century, a question which can

only be answered in the negative. We have seen that the first

Princes of the Rurik-dynasty owned the whole country
from the Baltic to the Black Sea and from the Carpathians
to the Volga. However, owing to civil war and the in-

cursions of Asiatics, a part of the population fled in the

12th and 13th centuries, partly towards the North, and

partly towards the West. There is no doubt that those

who wandered North assimilated Finnish tribes, while the

Little Russians of to-day were mixed with the remnants

of the Polofzi, Petjenegs, Torks and other small Mon-

golian tribes which wandered about the Steppes; it is

this South-Russian people, who in the 15th century re-

turned to the Steppes. Therefore the theory that the Little

Russians are descended only from the people who foun-

ded the Dukedom of Kief*) must be entirely discarded.

*) Even the "Ukrainian' scholars discard this theory. Zitecky is of

opinion that Hrusjesky's view, that Ukrainian NationaUty has formed

the political forms and culture of Kief, is, to put it mildly, too daring
an assertion, and this theory can in no way be reconciled with the

results of the reiearches carried out by a number of eminent Russian

scientists, such as Klutzeffski and Miljukoff.
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As a matter of fact this question is not of the shghtest

practical unportance at the present day. The only reason

we have for referring to it is that the German writers

wish to exploit the Hrusjevsky theory in order to give

their opinions on the independance of Ukraina greater

theorectical importance.

To show what little importance this theory can have

for politicians in the 20th century we may quote Profes-

sor Hrusjevsky himself, the founder of the new .Ukrainian"

school of historical research, he writes: The "Ukrainian

nation only enjoyed an independant political life during

the early part its existance; since the 14th century it

has been under the rule of foreign states to which it

has always been in more or less open and sharp oppo-

sition,-) as to the meaning of the word Ukraina: the

following is taken from the Polish historian V/aiiszewsky:

"But even later (1530 A. D.) the word Ukraina was used

in a very inexact manner, being employed to describe that

limitless space, as it was called, which lay on the far

side of Slutj and Murakhva in the Dnjepr and Bug ba-

sins up to the waters of the Doniets and the Otjakoff

Steppes."**)

In quoting Prof. Hrusjevsky we may mention that he

himself admits that the name "Ukrainian" people has

been invented by the modern Ukrainophiles. Ukraina in

old Russian simply means the frontier land, and not

until the 16th century do we find the word Ukraina, in

the Polish documents, as the name of some Polish lands

bordering on the Tartar country. (Volumine legum II

Nr. 1320 constitutio an. 1530).

*) Ein selbststadiges politisches Leben fuhrte das Ukrainische Volk

nur in der aitesten Epoche seiner Existenz. Vom 14ten Jahrhundert an

wird es anderen, fremden Staaten einverleibt und bildet ein passives

Object der fremden Herrschaft oder steht zu ihr in mehr oder minder

dentlicher und scharfer Opposition
— M. Hrusevzky: 'Geschichte des

Ukrainischen Voikes.' Leipzig 1906.

**) 'Mais posterieurmement (1530) encore on continua a I'employer
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Even much later Ukraina was not the name of any
definite country. With regard to the present Ukrainians:

originally these were simply called Russians, later South

Russians or little Russians; the later description we find

in use in the year 1335*) in a manifest issued by Volyniens
and Galicia's Prince Georgius. The same name occurs

also constantly in the Greek documents from the 14th

century.

The name Ruthenes, a corruption of Russky, is to be

found in the latin edicts issued by the Polish kings. The

people call themselves to this day Russians in Galicia,

and Little Russians in Russia. If one were to tell a pea-

sant from Kharkoff or Poltava that he was a "Ukrainian"

he would be greatly surprised, if not angry, as the word

"Ukrainian" would be considered by him as a nickname,

similar to the word "Khokol", which is often used of the

Little Russians by the Great Russians.

South Russia having come under the rule of Lithuania,

when the latter was united to Poland by the Union in

Lublin, the upper classes in the country completely adop-
ted the Polish culture, religion and customs, while the

lower orders retained their old faith and manners. The

South Russian nobility, to whom the same rights were

de fa?on tres imprecise en parlant de I' espace sans fin, comme on

disait alors, s'etendant au dela de la Sloutch et de la Murakhva dans

le bassin de Dniepr et du Boug jusqu'au partage des eaux avec le

Doniets et les steppes d'Otchakov".

K. Waliszewsky Les Origines de la Russie moderne. Les premiers

Romanovs Paris 1909.

*) In the pamphlet mentioned Dr. Notzel states that according to

Ukases of Peter the Great "der Ukraine wurde officiel der name Klein

russland und dem ukrainischen Volk die Bezeichnung "kleinrussich*

autgezwungen". It is not stated where the author obtained this extra-

ordinary information from, but the same assertion is to be found in

the writings of other publicists. It can, however, be proved that Peter

the Great did not 'invent" the name Little Russia for even in in the

yea" 1655, immediately after Czar Alexej had gone to war with Poland

over Little Russia, he altered his title to 'Ruler over Great, Little

and White Russia".
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granted as to the Poles, gradually began to manage their

estates in the same manner as the Polish land owners,

and their conduct towards the lower classes was identical

with that of the Polish aristocracy. The Poles themselves

have testified to the terrible condition of the peasants in

Ukraina. Thus Stavropolski, comparing the Christians'

positions in Turkey, in the 17th century, with that of the

peasants in Poland, says: "No Pasha would treat the

meanest of Christians as the peasants are treated in our

villages; no Asiatic despot has, in the course of his life,

tortured so many people to death, as is the case in one

year in our free republic". We shall only mention that

the landed proprietors were permitted to kill a peasant

a sthey would a dog. The peasants' position became still

worse when Poland forced them to accept the Union with

Rome, to their old afflictions was added a new, viz —
religious persecution. Of course the peasants fled in thou-

sands from such a life, and sought refuge on the Steppes,

here the refugees from Poland lived a free and adven-

turores life. In the 15th century a Cossack community

began to be formed.

Let us consider a little this remarkable phenomenon
in Russia's history. The celebrated historian, Professor

Klutzeffski says: "Within the Russian community the Cos-

sacks formed a class, which was spread all over the

country. As early as the 15th century the workers who
were engaged as day labourers on the peasant farms,

and who had no definite occupation or home, where

called Cossacks. — This class was parcticularly favoured

by the conditions prevailing in Southern Russia, which

bordered on the Steppes, and it was here, on the Step-

pes, that these people developed into a special caste. As

soon as Russia began to recover from the overwhelming
Tartar invasion a chronic state of warfare existed on the

Steppes between the border people and the nomadic

Tartars. The fighting was generally conducted by the
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Border towns, where a class of people were soon formed,

who, fully armed, went fishing and hunting on the Step-

pes. These poor and during hunters, who continued their

hard fight against the Tartars, wandering about the

district, got the Tartar name "Cossacks", and it is that

name which was later applied to the free, homeless, day
labourers in the north of Russia. The Cossacks original

home was the Russian towns, lying along the frontier

between South Russia and the Steppes. This boundary
extends from the middle of the Volgas to the towns Rja-

san and Tula and from there, with a sharp bend to the

South, to Dnjepr between the towns Putivl and Perejaslavl.

From the moment the Tartar's power declined, and the

hordes were divided, the Cossacks began to spread more

and more over the Steppes. The oldest records of the

Cossacks mention the Rjasan Cossacks, who defended

the town in a battle against the Tartars in the year 1444.

The Djnepr-Cossacks are mentioned later, about the close

of the 15th century. The origin and social position of

these are quite as peculiar as other Cossacks, but

the local, geographical and political conditions have hel-

ped to render the Ukraine Cossacks fate complicated.

These Cossacks were drawn into the whirl pool formed

by the collisions between Russia, Lithuania, Poland, Tur-

key and Krim, and the part they played in these colli-

sions led them to be of historical importance. They were

a people whom the district and the State could not do

without, but their unmangeableness caused the Polish

government much trouble. Thanks to their daring and

their war — like training they were the best guard against
the Tartars' attacks; but they were a two-edged sword. One
of the Cossack chief, if not their chiefest, occupation was

raids on the Tartars and Turkish districts, and this resul-

ted in Turkey constantly threatening Poland with war,

which the latter country dreaded above all things*)."

*) Prof V. Klutzeffski: Courses in Russian History. Moscow 1918.
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From the 16th century the Polish government began
to try to organise the Cossacks in some way. With a

view to this the government introduced the registration

of Cossacks. Under Stefan Batori five hundred Cossacks

were registered, but later there figures grew to 6000, and

under the Hetman Khmeinicky there were 16 regiments

with over 230 "hundreds" of Cossacks. In the course

of time these registered Cossaks became a privileged

class, receiving payments from the state. Officially, Poland

did not acknowledge any but the registered Cossacks,

but as a matter of fact, besides this privileged class

there were a great number of irregular Cossacks (in case

of war tiiere could be counted by tens of thousands).

These where parly peasants, who lived on the Polish and

Russian estates in Ukraina, partly peasants and people
who had fled from their homes because they couid not

endure the life there. The government tried, by all sorts

af reprisals, to convert these people into peasants, in

other words, serfs, but this was not so easy; the dis-

satisfied ones left Polish territory and fled beyond the

Dnjepr water-falls where they formed a new Cossack

centre, afterwards named "Zaporosjie".

Then came the Lublin Union, (The Union of Poland

and Lithuania in 1569, which converted the Polish king-

dom into the Great Power of Eastern Europe) and this

had, as Professor Klutzeffski rightly remarks, three

very closely connected consequences for South-west Rus-

sia: serfdom, growth of Ukraina's peasant colonisation,

and the coversion of the Dnjeprs upper arm into a re-

fuge for the oppressed Russian inhabitants. After the

Union of Lublin the Little Russian Cossacks turned against

Poland, whose frontiers they had hitherto protected, for

on the introduction of the Polish aristocratic landowners

and serfdom into Ukraina, the Cossacks began to look

upon the estate owners as worse enemies than the Tar-

tars and Turks. The Cossacks, who had no ideas of pa-
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triotism, looked upon all the neighbouring countries as

their convenient prey, and, as a long as they were well

paid, were equally ready to fight for the Kaiser against

the Turks, or to help the Polish Government against

Moscow and the Crimea, or vice versa.

Nor did the Cossacks consider themselves as belong-

ing to any particular nationality, and this is not to be

wondered at for among the 500 registered Cossacks,

enroled under Stefan Batori, were to be found people

from 74 different towns and districts in West Russia and

Lithuania, from 7 Polish towns, 20 Russians from Rjasan

and the Volga regions, 4 Moldavians, one Servian, one

German, and a Tartar from the Crimea. What could keep these

people united? Only two ideas were clearly grasped by
them: that they were oppressed by the nobility; and

that their own strength lay in the sword which hung by
their side. Their only thought was to attack the nobility

and to sell their sword to the highest bidder. That was

the only creed they learned in their school of Set]
— Thus we

see that all the Cossacks' revolutions against Poland were

at the commencement of a purely social character: they

were the result of a democratic movement and had no

national significance whatsoever. The first leader of one

of these risings, towards the close of the 16th centurji,

was actually a Polish nobleman Krystoff Kosinsky, who
had headed a movement against one of Ukraina's greatest

magnates, the Russian, Greek-Catholic Prince Konstantin

Ostrojsky.

From the commencement of the 17th century the Cos-

sacks, however, began to change in character. A religious

awakening became apparent among them; and they fought
the aristocracy not merely because the latter oppressed

them, but also because they repressed their old religion.

The fact of the matter was that the Jesuits began to dis-

play a very energetic propaganda for Catholicism and

endeavoured by all possible means to spread the Floren-
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tine Union*) over Ukraina. It reached such a point that

the Greek-Catholic Church was no longer ofiiciaUy acknow-

ledged, and it was forbidden to appoint a new bishop

when one of the old ones died, that the minor clergy were

severely persecuted, and that the inhabitants were obliged

by force and torture to acknowledge the Union. Thanks

to these persecutions the clergy obtained a hitherto un-

known influence; and it was easy for the priests to get

the Cossacks, who already hated the nobility, to believe

that by murdering and robbing the landed proprietors they

were doing a righteous thing.

Hetman Sagajdatchny enroled his whole army in the

Greek-Catholic brotherboard of Kief, and with the help

of the Patriarch in Jerusalem unlawfully re-established

the Metropolitan chair in Kief, placing it under the pro-

tection of the Cossacks.

But not all Cossacks turned against the nobility.

As mentioned before the registered Cossacks had

degenerated into a priviledged class, whose economic

interests were identical with those of the Polish, ari-

stocratic, landowners, consequently it often happened

that they sided with the nobility. In a whole series of

rebellions in the middle of the 17th century the Registered-

Cossacks were considered quite as dangerous as the land-

owners and like them were plundered and murdered

without mercy by the rebellious Cossacks. The fight

against the Polish nobility in Ukraina can therefore, in

no way be looked upon as a national struggle it was, both

in the 16th as well as in the 17th century a purely so-

cial fight for the liberation of the peasants from the no-

bility's yoke. The activities of the famous Hetmann Ma-

zeppa is one of the most striking examples of how strained

the relations were between the privileged and unprivi-

*) Formed in Florence in 1439. By this Union the orthodox Greek

church practically placed itself under the Pope in Rome, but it was

not acknowledged in Greece itself.
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leged Cossacks. When he decided to join Charles XII only
a small group of registered Cossacks followed him, while

the whole Cossack community of Little Russia remained

faithful to Moscow, and, to be able to offer the Swedish

king an army of respectable strength, he was obliged

to hire the Zaporog-Cossacks for large sums.

Bogdan Chmelnicky's rebellion was also brought about

by the same causes as the previous rebellions, nnd it

was only his great victories over the Polish army which

raised new problems for him. He himself has said that

he succeeded in attaining what he had never dared to

dream of. To this day history does not clearly relate how
far this rebellion was forseen in Moscow, and whether

the necessity of interfering was understood there; in any
case Moscow hesitated long before taking sides with the

Cossacks, and declaring war on Poland. Chmelnicky,
who after tremendous successes had to suffer great re-

verses, begged help of Moscow, and sought support both

in Turkey and Crimea. Polish and Tartar armies ravaged
the country mercilessly, and the class feud grew daily

more bitter; but it was six years before Moscow decided,

chiefly on religious grounds, to come to the aid of the

unfortunate Ukranian people. At last when the country,

as Professor Klutzeffski says, "was quite exhausted, Mos-

cow took it under its gracious protection, but only to

change the governing classes in Ukraina from Polish

rebels into embittered Moscovite subjects"*).

Moscow's hesitation and indecision in the question of

taking the part of Little Russia greatly weakened the re-

sults of Russias's final participation, and the war did not

end in a complete victory for Moscow. According to the

terms of the Andrussof Peace in 1667 Russia had to

surrender that part of Ukraina, which lay on Dnjepr's

*) Piof. Klutzeffski: Courses in Russian History. Moscow 1908. Ill

S. 158

2*
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right bank, and only a hundred years later, on the par-

tition of Poland, did Russia get this part back, but not

even then was the loss from 1667 fully restored, as to

this day a part of Ukraina belongs to Austria and Hun-

gary.

The population of Ukraina looked upon the Moscovite

spirit as something foreign, and differences soon arose

between the Hetmans' and the Moscovite Government,

so that Chmelnicky himself and afterwards his successors

tried to break their agreements with Moscow. The Het-

mans, who had been spoilt by their military successes

and their wealth, and who were distinguished for their

great ambition could hardly tolerate the position offered

them by the Moscovite Czar. The Hetmans hoped, with

the aid of the descendants of the registered Cossacks,

to be able to convert their country into an independant

Duchy, preferably under Swedish supremacy. But their

efforts were not crowned with success and in most cases

came to a most sad termination, as the Cossaks, who

generally deserted the Hetman, delivered him over to

Moscow, when demanded to do so, and elected a new

one*).

Moscow, though informed of the feelings among
the Cossacks, did not at first interfere in the interior

affairs of this newly formed country, and the Moscovite

statesmen could hardly have had any clear idea of the

relations between the different clans in Little Russia. In

any case, it is a fact that the Moscovite Bojares in the

middle of the 17th century could not understand how

Hetman Wygoffski styled himself "Hetman over Little

Russia and the Zoporog Army" while his emissaries

*) In Little Russia the Hetmans were elected tor life, and when

Moscow had recognised the election the Cossacks could not depose

the Hetman. The Zaporog Cossacks, however, only elected their Ata-

man for one year, and this arrangement was retained until the abolition

of the Setj under Catharine II.
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spoke with contempt of the Zoporog Cossacks as drunkards

and gamblers. According to a decision of the Zemski Sobor

of 1653, Little Russia was. in 1654 annexed by Moscow.

This decision reads as follows: "The great ruler Alexej

Mikhajlovitch, Czar and grand Duke of all Russia has been

pleased to take Hetman Bogdan Chmelnicky under his

royal protection for the sake of the Greek-Catholic church

and the holy Saints". At the same time the Czar, through

messengers, promissed that all the rights and privileges

of the Cossaks should be respected by Moscow. This

promise has given rise to many a dispute in the com-

pilation of the Ukranian history.

Some historians deny completely the possibility of the

Hetman, who had been defeated by Poland and had sought

help of the Czar, being able to make any agreement what

ever with Moscow, but are on the contrary, of opinion

that Chmelnicky, after begging the Czar's aid in vain

for years, finally, unconditionally became a subject of

Moscow's. Other historians, however, maintain most de-

cidedly, that such a promise was given, and even declare

that the Bojar Buturlin, on behalf of the Czar, took oath

to respect the Cossacks' privileges for ever. Professor

E. Nolde*) from Petrograd, who quotes the former view

from Kulish's and the latter from Kostomaroff's works,

has, on the basis of the original documents, come to the

following conclusion: Buturlin gave a promise to main-

tain the privileges of the Cossacks, but naturally without

any outh on behalf of the Czar.

The law about the Cossacks' privileges was afterwards

formulated in Moscow. Different copies of this are still to

be found, and the final version of this law is probably
the one to be found in the body of laws of the Russian

Empire. In the period subsequent to this, from Chmelnicky

*) Baron E. Nolde: Sketches of Russian State gov. St. Petersburg
1911. Rus.
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to Mazeppa, every newly elected Hetman received a writ-

ten confirmation of these privileges from the Czar. It is

on these rescripts that the more extreme Ukraineophiles
and the Germans base their doctrine that in early times

Ukraina was in personel union with Moscow, and that

the little Russian Hetmans were sovereign rulers. A'^ a

proof of this the writers mention the fact that the Hetmans

had retained the right to receive foreign ambassadors.

But the German authors, very wisely, say nothing as to

the extent to which the Hetmans enjoyed this right. We
shall not here quote the communications, which the Czar

sent Bogdan, and later George Chemelnicky, word for word,

as they are too long. We can refer those who whish to learn

the contents of these documents to the brochure "L'Ukraine

sous le protectorat russe" 1915, published by the editors

of the periodical "L'Ukraine" in Lausanne. This publisher

can, of course, not be suspected of entertaining any ex-

aggerated sympathy for Greater Russia, yet on a closer

perusal of these documents the reader of the brochure

will be convinced, that the Czar in his first communi-

cation to Bogdan Chmelnicky, allowed him to receive

ambassadors — except from the Turkish Sultan and the

Polish King — though on condition that all that the

ambassadors might say would be reported immediately

to Moscow, and, that should the foreign ambassadors bring

forward any proposals harmful to the interests of Mos-

cow they were to be detained on some pretext until

a reply from Moscow was received. The language is

even plainer in a communication to George Chmelnicky;
in this the prohibition to receive ambassadors from the

Turkish Sultan, the Polish king, and similar monarchs

is repeated, while their reception from the neighbouring

countries of Vallaki and Moldau is permitted, but only

when they submitted matters of minor importance; all

serious questions were to go to Moscow. In the later

communications to the Hetmans the right to enter into
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communication with foreign ambassadors is not mentioned

at all. This right to receive foreign ambassadors was thus,

after a very short time, completely withdrawn. It was

from the commencement a very restricted right, in fact

it hardly differed from that enjoyed by the Lord Lieutenant

of the Caucasus and the governor generals of the Amur-

districts and of Turkestan up to the revolution, for these

latter had also the right to enter into direct diplomatic com-

munication, on matters of minor importance, with the

neighbouring countries of Persia, Turkey, and even of

China, and formerly also of Japan.

By the misrepresentation of the contents of historical

documents the above-mentioned writers have come to

the most remarkable conclusions. Thus Dr. Levicky writes

as follows: "The personal union between Ukraina and

Moscow instituted by Chmelnicky went so far that the

Hetman v/as entitled to receive foreign ambassadors,

whereby he, in a certain way, retained his complete sove-

reignity". Dr. Eugen Levicky: "Die Ukraine (der Koloss

auf tonernen Fussen"*) Munich 1916. As mentioned be-

fore the union with Moscow did not bring about peace
in Ukraina, as soon as the danger from Poland was

averted, the interior struggle began; and Moscow was

gradually forced to interfere in the Cossaks home affairs.

Such intervention was often rendered necessary by the

Hetmans' intrigues against the rule of Moscow, and the

complaints of the rank and file of the Cossacks of the

tyranny of the Hetmans. This resulted in Moscow esta-

blishing permanent garrisons in Ukraina, and that Voje-
vods (commandants) were placed over a number of Ukrai-

nian towns. But up to the time of Mazeppa's treason

*) 'Die von Chmelnisky fiir sein Land errichtete Personalunion

zwischen der Ukraine und Moskau ging audi so weit, dass der Het-

man berechtigt war fremde Gesandte anzunehmen, womit er gewisser
massen seine voile SouverMnitet behielt" Dr. Eugen Levicky: Die

Ukraine. (Der Koloss auf tOnernen Fiissen) Miinchen 1916.
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against Peter the Great, Moscow refrained from interfering

much in Ukraina's inner affairs.

Mazeppa's life and activities deserve a closer con-

sideration. His personality has long been an object of

historical interest. All, who have studied Russia's history

at the commencement of the 18th century, from Voltaire

("Histoire de Pierre le Grand") to the latest Russian and

foreign historians, have dwelt especially on the titanic

struggle between Sweden and Russia, a struggle which

lasted for 22 years and resulted in the half Asiatic Mos-

cow kingdom being converted into the European Great —
Power, — Russia, and it was in this struggle that the Het-

man Mazeppa played such a prominent role.

By birth Mazeppa was a Polish nobleman, but owing
to certain difficulties in his youth he was obliged to leave

his native country and go first to the Cossacks in Little

Russia and then to the Zaporog Set], Thanks to his cou-

rage and bravery he soon became popular among the Cos-

sacks, and the fact that he was educated, led to his attaining

to the most prominent positions, including that of Het-

man. Moreover Mazeppa, who was extraordinarily talented,

wise, cunning, prudent, and ambitious, understood how
to win the unlimited confidence of the Moscovite autho-

rities. Czar Peter regarded him as his most devoted

friend, overwhelmed him with presents, and turned a deaf

ear to all complaints about him. The very day before

Mazeppa's treachery took place Peter disregarded the

news that the Hetman was ready to go over to Charles XII;

the Cossack chiefs, who tried to unmask his real inten-

tions, were handed over to him by Peter the Great.

The modern German authors endeavour to represent

Mazeppa as a national hero, who turned against Moscow
for the sake of his country's and people's liberty. But

only complete lack of knowledge of the historical truth

could make such idealising of the Hetman possible. Ma-

zeppa was a man who wholly shared the views of Polish
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nobility. He was an enthusiastic supporter of serfdom and

had never thought of his people's happiness or of liberty.

When he joined Charles XII. he was thinking entirely of

himself and the privileged Cossacks. His plan was to

become Duke of Kief; he dreamt of farming a court,

attended by a brilliant aristocracy Hke the courts of kings.

The people, that is the rank and file of the Cossacks,

were to him only serfs on the estates of the rich Cos-

sacks. Mazeppa was the incarnation of that oligarchy,

which had begun to spring up in Little Russia during

the first decades after the union of Ukraina with Moscow,
when the Cossack chiefs lived in an atmosphere of poli-

tical intrigues, and lawsuits against each other; they

looked upon the people only as means of increasing their

riches, and as an object to be exploited. We will not,

here, consider the Russian historians' references to Ma-

zeppa, but let us hear what the Ukraneophiles, who, of

course, are interested in gloryfying this Ukranian hero,

have to say on the subject. "Hetman Mazeppa", writes

Kostomaroff, "leant entirely on the Moscow authorities'

power; the Little Russians looked upon him as a Polish

country gentleman .... it is therefore not so strange
that the Little Russians, as soon as they learnt that Ma-

zeppa had gone over to the Czar's enemies, the Swedes,
sent the Czar declarations of their own loyalty to Mos-

cow, and such envoys came, not only from the districts in

which there were Russian troops, but also from those

where none were to be found, which proves that these

declarations of loyalty were not actuated solely by fear*)."

Lazarevsky expresses himself even more plainly: "Ma-

zeppa hoped for the Protectorate of Poland; the people
were quite indifferent to the idea of Little Russia's inde-

pendence, and looked upon all that happened as a device

of the chiefs; but neither did the chiefs show any sym-

*=) Kostomaroff: Mazeppa. 1884. (Russ.)
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patliy with Mazeppa's plan". Dragomanoff is of the same

opinion with regard to the break between Mazeppa and

Peter the Great, and Vassileffsky sums up the Cossacks'

relations to Mazeppa's treachery in the following words:

"The rank and file of the Cossacks had no objection

at that time to Little Russia's union with Moscow, nor

at a later period did they desire any autonomy whatsoever."

In conclusion we shall only quote what the paper

"Rada" 1911 says about Mazeppa: "Some Hetmans, in

order to enrich themselves and the chiefs, wished to in-

troduce into Ukraine the same serfdom as reigned in

Moscow. The most enthusiastic amongst them was Ma-

zeppa, supported by his relations and the Cossack chiefs,

Mazeppa freely distributed the Cossacks' land among the

the chiefs, forming them into an aristocratic class, which re-

ceived a special name "BuntchukovyTovaritch". The people

were not only unaware af Mazeppa's plans, but also had

to suffer for them, and therefore hated him so intensely

that the name Mazeppa became a term of abuse."

We consider that what we have quoted is sufficient

to disprove the modern German authors' contention, and

think we are fully justified in subscribing to the Austrian-

slavic-historian M, Kordouba's assertion that "Mazeppa was

never a national hero."

The Hetman Skoropadski, elected in Mazeppa's stead,

was able to reestablish the good relations with Moscow,

but on his death — Hetman Polubotok, by his incredible

misgovernment, roused the Czar's anger. He was dismis-

sed, and the nummerous complaints of his work led to

the Hetman's independence and later on even to the

Hetmans' dignity being abolished.

Afterwards, under Peter the Great and his successors,

Little Russia's self— government lost more and more its

peculiar features, and in the reign of Catharine H. there

was no longer any difference between the administration

of Little and Great Russia.
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The Ukranian literature tends as much as possible to

blacken Catharine II; she is charged with having abo-

lished the Zaporogs' Setj, and with having introduced

serfdom into the Little Russian departmens. The first

charge is not impartial. The Zaporogs' Setj had in

its time played its historic role, but that time was past.

No European government at the beginning of the 18th

century would have allowed a military republic, which

did not recognise any authority, and gave shelter to all

sorts of criminals, for this republic resembled more a band

of robbers than an organised community. The district,

where the Setj had been, was now completely cleared

of the Tartar and Turkish hordes. But the Zaporogs, who
still held by the customs of the 16th century, prevented

ail peaceful development in these districts by either at-

tacking the Turkish possessions, or at other times by

plundering the Russian colonists.

We have already explained how the Setj, or rather the

Setjes (the Zaporogs often changed their place of abode)

originated. They were sanctuaries for all sorts of refugees,

both for those who fled from justice as well as those

who fled from serfdom, or only in order to live a free

life. In the Setj a man was never asked who he was, or

where he came from; if he was only strong, and would

subject himself to the peculiar regulations of the Setj he

was accepted. He became a Zaporog and received a nick-

name, for they did not care for first-names, and for a

long time they did not recognise any religion neither

did they allow women to live in the Setj. The Za-

porogs' relations to Little Russia were rather loose, though
the Hetman called himself Hetman over the Zaporog army;
the Ataman's subjection to him, however, was somewhat

illusionary. For instance, there is a "Universal" (Edict)

from Bogdan Chmelnicky, of 15th Jan. 1655, to the Ata-

man Barabash, which shows that the Hetman considered

the Zaporogs as being directly subject to the Polish Go-
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vernmcnt, wherefore he did not feel it his right to inter-

fere in the Zaporogs concernments*). As we have seen

above, the Zaporogs, who had joined Mazeppa, went
to Turkey. But during the reign of Peter II. they were

permitted to return to Russia, where they continued their

war against the Tartars and Turks, but they did not

spare their Christian neighbours either. The administration,

life, and manner of recruiting of the Cossack army were
not changed, and even as late as 1767 the Zaporogs
drew up for some delegates, who were tc represent them
in St. Petersburg, a list of instructions, paragraph 8 of

which read: "Both youths and adults of various nations

enrol in the Zaporog army to enrich themselves and to

serve .... they enlist, and remain in the army after

having thoroughly learnt all that is necessary according
to the established customs of the Cossacks"^^*). It is obvious
that such a warlike and mixed community could not be

tolerated in a civilised state, and Catharine II's Govern-
ment undoubtedly acted rightly in banishing the Cossacks
to Kuban, where in the incessant warfare with the Cauc-
asian mountaineers they could find an occupation pre-

eminently suitable to their character and inclinations.

The other charge against Catharine II, is that she in-

troduced serfdom into Little Russia, this charge is both

better founded and more serious. As we have seen,
serfdom had existed in Little Russia before Catharine II's

time, but it cannot be denied that she considerably ex-

tended it. By bestowing large areas of land on her fa-

vourites, she converted a very great number of people,
who had, up to then lived free on the land of the state,

into the serfs of the new proprietors.
But what was even worse Catharine II granted the pri-

vileged Cossacks the rights enjoyed by the Russian

*) Skalkofskij: 'The new Setjs History Odessa 1841 (Russian).

**) idem.
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nobility, and in the 18th century one of these rights was

to have serfs on their estates. This ordinance of Catha-

rine II's resulted the relations, between the common and

privileged Cossacks, which hitherto had only existed

as a matter of form, becoming legal. But, without wishing

to defend Catharine II's home policy, we must for the

sake of truth state that in her time serfdom was found, per-

haps in other forms, throughout the greater part of Europe.

IV

The successive abolitions of the political privileges,

which had been granted Little Russia, never gave rise to

protests or rebellions among the people, for the privile-

ges were only enjoyed by the upper classes among the

Cossacks, and the great mass of the people were there-

fore, quite indifferent to the privileges. Not even the

extension and legalising of serfdom was met by the

people with any particular protest, nor did the fact that

the land had been distributed among Russian magnates
make any special impression on the peasant; his neigh-

bour was the slave of a Cossack master, he became the

slave of a "Moskal". The difference did not appear very

great to him. But on the other hand their hatred of the

estate owners, whether Cossacks or Great Russians be-

came greater and greater. And this hatred is alive to this

very day, sixty years after the abolition of serfdom.

The Little Russian privileges were so completely for-

gotten that in the course of hundred years they were

not once mentioned. In Catharine II's time these privi-

leges were only referred to on one single occassion,

in connection with the election of a commission to draw

up new laws. The Little Russian nobility supplied their

representative (Natalin) on that occasion with detailed
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instructions which did not contain a sinp^le word about

Little Russia's lost privileges. These instructions led to

a Little Russian nobleman, Poletika, writing a very lengthy
memorandum describing Little Russia's old privileges,

and demanding their reintroduction. This memorandum,
however, did not make much impression on the Little

Russian delegation. Only a few of its members referred

to Little Russia's old rights in their speeches; they did

so without any enthusiasm, and without bringing forward

any definite grounds in support of their claims; and the

matter ended in Poletika's efforts being fruitless.

The following circumstance is even more significant.

As is known in Catharine II's reign a law was passed

giving Russia's nobility the right to hold assemblies

of the nobility and to elect Marshals. The assemblies,

which existed up to the revolution in 1917, had the right

to make representations to the monarch not only on mat-

ters of interest to the nobility, but also on general ques-

tions of state. And yet the assemblies of Little Russian

nobility never once broached the subject of the reintro-

duction of Little Russia's old privileges. Not until a

few years before the revolution was a proposal brought

forward, at the meetings of the Semstvo, that the teaching

in the people's schools should take place in the Little

Russian language. But neither were these "laims founded

on the historical privileges of Little Russia, but on the

very practical reason that the children of the people would

be able to learn their lessons better in Little Russian.

It must, however, be noted that it was as a rule, not the

elected members of the Semstvo who brought forward

these demands, but the salaried Semstvo officials, most

frequently the teachers, who were secretly, members of

the "Ukranian" political organisations. It may be confi-

dently stated that neither the people nor the nobility in

Ukraina thought of autonomy, not to mention disruption

from Russia.
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The separatist tendencies arose originally in the so-

called Kyrillo-Methodues Society*), which was formed by
a number of young teachers, in Kief, with the object of

studying the Little Russian language.

It is difficult to say how and by what process the

dialectic peculiarities which differentiate the Little Russian

language from both the Great Russian, and the old Kief

languages have arisen. In any case there is so little

difference between Great Russian and Little Russian, that

the two peoples can easily understand each other, and

Markevitch's**) collection of national songs and religious

plays (something like the Mysteries of Western Europe)
can be easily read by Great Russians. The same applies

to Schefftchenkos' "Kobzar" (a collection of national songs).

When the Ukraineophiles once proposed that "Kobzar"

should be translated into Russian, the wellknown Rus-

sian critic Skabitjeffsky remarked that such a translation

was unnecessary as all Russians understood Little Russian.

There never existed, and there does not exist to-day any
Ukranian literary language, however much the Ukranians

of Lvoff (Lemberg) try to form such a language.
The Little Russian language is very primitive and can

only express the simplest ideas, which occur in the pea-
sants' every day life; all words expressing more compli-
cated thoughts are of Russian or Polish origin, excepting

always the almost incomprehensible, artificial words made

*) The society consisted of Kulish, Markevitch, Gulak, Belozersky,

Kostomaroff and Schefftchenko.

**) N. Markevitch: Little Russian Customs, Superstitions, Food and

Drink, published by Davidenko, Kief 1860.
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by the Ukraineophiles, and now used in the university

of Lvoff. In Russia the little Russian language has always

been considered as much a dialect as a great number

of others occuring in North Russia. But in the year 1905

the Ukranians succeeded, by reason of the political feelings

then prevailing, in getting the Academy of Science to re-

cognise Little Russian as an independent language. This

recognition, however, changed the real facts very little.

We will not enter here into the linguistic niceties of the

two languages as they can be of no interest to foreigners*),

but will only remark that the most celebrated authors

of Little Russian extraction, such as Gogol, Mordoffzeff,

Kostomaroff, Korolenko and Potapenko have written their

works in Russian. Even Vinitchenko, the first president of

the Kief Secretariat*"^), who in his youth tried to write in

Little Russian, now writes in Russian.The first attempt to

write a literary work in Little Russian was made at the

end of the 18th century by J. Kotljareffsky who tried to

localise a playful translation of the Aeneid, which had

been made by a Russian author Ossipoff, who in his

turn had made use of the German Bliimeyer's comic

translation of the Aeneid, (It was the custom in the 18th

century to write parodies of the classic works, for instance,
"

Virgile Travesti en vers burlesques" par Scarron etc.) Later

Kotljareffsky did the French Opperetta 'Le soldat magi-

cien" into Little Russian under the title "Moscal Tcharov-

nik", and wrote himself a comedy with songs entitled

"Natalka-Poltaffka", which to this very day is a pearl in

the Ukranian repertoire. After Kotljareffsky there were three

*) Those who may be interested in how the Ukranian language

has "developed" in Lvoff are referred to the thorough inverstigation

of Stchegoleff: "The Ukranian movement as the Etappe of our time

for the South Russian separatism" Kief 1912. The book also contains

all information concerning the literature on this question. (Russian.)

**) The Ministers were called Secretaries after the Rada was formed

in 1917.
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authors in the 19th century (Grebenko, Kvitka, and Kap-

nist) who wrote in Little Russian; but there was no great

demand for their works and they did not succeed in

forming a school.

It was only after the formation of the Kyrillo-Methodius

society*) that the study and improvement of the Little

Russian language began. When this society was repres-

sed by the Russian Government in 1848 a circle of

Ukrainians was formed in Petrograd (1861
—

1862) for

the publication of the periodical "Osnovi", and in 1860

a club was started in Kief; it numbered among its mem-
bers the professors V. Antonovitch, Dragomanoff, Potebnja,

Tjubinsky**) and others. These were justly considered

as the heirs of the Kyrillo-Methodius- society, and as the

instigators of the Ukrainian literary movement in Russia

and Austria. It is this movement which the enemies of

Russia have changed into a political movement the real

aim of which is the distruction of Russia. All the Ukraina-

ophiles so much spoken of now, such as Bogalej, Hrus-

jevsky and Holubovitz, are pupils of Antonovitch.

The German and Ukrainian writers have much to say
about the restrictions the Little Russian language had

to fight against; about the measures the Government

took to prevent the spread of the language, about the

persecution of the Ukrainian authors etc. etc. All this is,

in a way, true enough. There really were a number of

Government prohibitions against the Little Russian lite-

rature and press, many instances are likewise known of

persecution, and even banishment, of Litttle Russian

writers and politicians. But the Ukrainaophiles represent
all this in a wrong light, as they do not explain the

reasons which actuated the government.

*) Named after Kyrillus and Methodius, "The Apostle of the Slavs'

who translated the Bible, and formed the old slavic alphabet,

**) The author of the Ukrainian revolutionary song "Ukraina is

not dead yet".
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It was not the language as such that was attacked;

both up to 1876 and after 1905 books were allowed to

be printed, and plays performed in Little Russian.

The thing that was forbidden in Russia in all formSy
and among all nationalities was politics. All organi-

sations and societies which had political and social aims

ivere looked upon with suspicion, and all political acti-

vity was punished and persecuted. This was Tsardom's

greatest sin, a sin which the present generation must

pay dearly for.

This is wellknown to everj'^one who is cognisant with

Russian affairs, for instance, Dr. Dillon*) writes: "Every

thing that tended to break down that barrier, to burst

the dam and let the stream of western culture into the

Tsardom, was welcomed by the intelligentsia and repres-

sed by the authorities as a force on the side of the

people against the prevailing system of masked servi-

tude".

The Ukrainian educated class was not persecuted on

account of its literary tendencies, but owing to Tsarisms

fear of politics. Thus the repression of the Kyrillo-Me-

thodius-society was dictated by political grounds. The

end of the Society was that Sjefftjenko was called up as

a soldier, and the other members were deported. It must

be remembered that the programme of the Society was

drawn up in 1848, that is during the most terrible poli-

tical reaction in Russia, and that that programme was

of a purely social-political character, containing as it did

the following paragraphs:

1) The liberation of the Slavic nations from the domi-

nion of foreigners.

2) The organisation of these nations into national po-

litical communities retaining a federative union be-

tween each other.

*) "The Eclipse of Russia" by Dr. E. G. Dillon, London 1918.
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3) The abolition of all slavery in whatsoever form it

might appear,

4) The abolition of all rank, privileges and preroga-

tives.

5) Religious liberty and tolerance.

6) The use of the Slavic language at the confessional,

assuming perfect freedom of confession.

7) Complete freedom of thought, scientific research and

the press.

8) Teaching of all Slavic dialects and the literature of

these dialects in all the educational institutions of

the Slavic nations.

The Little Russian natonality was considered by the

society as having the same rights as all other Slavic

nationalities.

Only paragraph 8 of this programme refers to the

language, all the others deal with questions of interior,

and partly of foreign, politics. What wonder then that

the Government of that time looked upon the Kyrillo-

Methodius society as being extraordinarily revolutionary?

It is very interesting to read what N. Kostomaroff

himself says in his autobiography about the society for-

med by him in 1846. "The relations between the different

Slavic nations were no longer limited, in our imagination,

to community in the spheres of poetry and science; we

already saw the shape these relations should take in the

future. Involuntarily, the image of a federative state was

before our eyes as the happiest form of public life for

the Slavic nations. ... All parts of the Federation should

have the same constitution and fundamental rights, one

coinage, measure and weight; the custom duty between

the different parts should be discarded, free trade intro-

duced, serfdom and every form of slavery abolished; a

central Government set up to take charge of the inter-

course between the individual states of the federation, and

of the army and navy; while each particular state should

8*
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be completely free in respect to its interior institutions,

its administration, education, and courts of justice." We
have here purposely quoted an author whose reputation

as a historian suffered, even in his own lifetime, by the

charges which were brought against him of entertaining

onesided Ukrainian views. For Kostomaroff was the

first to introduce Ukraincophile views into science, and

he is the most prominent authority of the Ukrainaophile

school. The above quotation shows how foreign the

thought was to Kosmaroff (died 1885) and those of his

opinion that Ukraina should separate from Russia and

form an independent state.

As already mentioned the suppressive measures taken

against the Little Russian language during the middle of

last century were actuated by political reasons*). It was

discovered that the Ukrainians in the Sunday schools, and

in the pamphlets they published were carrying on sepa-

ratist propaganda with a strong socialistic bent. The

leaders of the agitation were the Kief professors, Drago-
manoff and V. Antonovitch, who where both socialists. The

former later on founded abroad the Ukranian socialistic

party, the programme of which is, on the whole, closely

allied to the German socialistic school.

The Russian Government undeniably made a great

mistake in repressing and forbidding the Little Russian

language. Had that mistake not been made, the centre

of agitation would not have been transferred abroad, and

the organisors would not have come under foreign influ-

*) Professor Hrusjevsky himself says that the circular, which the

Minister Valujeff (one ot the most liberal men in Russia, but all the

same regarded by the Ukrainians as the greatest enemy of their

language) published in 1863 was called forth by the Minister's

conviction that the Ukrainian movement was inspired by Poland's po-

litical plans and supported by the Ukrainian language, which was 'com-

posed' by some Little Russian writers. — M. Hrusjevsky. History of

the Ukrainian People.
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ence, which incited them to oppose Russia. The Govern-

ment should instead have taken measures against indivi-

dual persons, if the activities of these appeared harmful.

Such steps would hardly have caused much excitement

among the people, as these persons were not in close rela-

tions with the general public. But by forbidding the language
the government caused the views of the people to undergo
a complete change. It was then no longer difficult to

get the Little Russians to believe that the government's

persecutions were directed, not against individual per-

sons, but against the whole people, against their language,

that is against their dearest treasure, which they had

safe guarded for centuries — against their songs and

their "Bandurists" (wandering singers).

The situation was at last understood in Russia, but

alas! too late. A few years ago the Right party brought

in a proposal in the Council of the Empire that the teaching

in the schools in Ukraina should take place in Little Rus-

sian; the proposers maintained that such a measure was

necessary to raise the state of culture among the people,

as the Little Russian children could only with difficulty

learn to read and write Russian.

As we have seen the Ukrainaophile movement started

in Russia, but towards the end of the seventies (when

Dragomanoff and his followers had to leave Russia) the

Ukrainaophiles', or, as they were beginning to be called,

Mazeppinz' activities were removed to Austria, chiefly

to Lvof (Lemberg).
In Russia itself the scientific, Ukrainaophile movement

disappeared completely. From time to time, it is true, a

pioclamation appeared in Little Russian in an extreme

socialistic spirit, but they were generally confiscated by
the Government before they circulated to any extent. The

best known of these proclamations is the one that ap-

peared towards the close of 1881 with the title "To the

Ukranian People", and in which the people were exhorted
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to exterminate the estate owners and the Jews; and another

with the title "To the famous Cossacks from Don, Ural,

etc." describing in very flattering terms the Cossacks' past,

and recounting the government's meaness towards ihe

Cossacks who were exhorted to support the people in

their rising which was about to take place*)

Wherein does the reason lie that the Ukrainaophiles
have been able to raise such a strong movement in

Austria?

According to the figures of Prof. Hrusjevsky, in 1906

there were in Austria-Hungary about four million Little

Russians, of which 3,200,000 lived in Galicia, 298,000 in

Bukovina, and about 450,000 in Hungary.

Owing to Polish and Hungarian influence the condition

of the Little Russians in Austria-Hungary is terrible.

This people, oppressed to the uttermost, (a Gaiician

peasant dare not begin to speak to a gentleman without

bowing low before him, and kissing his hand) poor and

unenlightened, kept in ignorance by the clergy who be-

long here to the united church**), exploited by the rich

Polish and Jewish estate owers, had long sighed to come
in under Russia. Only just immediately after Galicia was

incorporated in Austria-Hungary did the Ruthenians have

*) The remarkable thing about the first of these proclamations is

that it excites the people against both the landed proprietors and the

Jews. Thanks chiefly to the memoirs of some unlucky, and therefore

offended, administrators Western Europe has until now believed that

the Progroms against the Jews were organised under the connivance

of the police. This legend is best exposed by the rightful mass mur-

ders of the Jews now taking place in Little Russia, not to mention

the atrocities which occured during the rebellion of the Cossacks in

the 18th century. The people hate the Jews even more than they do

their own upper classes. In the old times the peasants dared not mur-

der the estate owners, but contented themselves with thrashing the

Jews, as that was easier, now, however, both the gentry and the Jews

are slain.

**) A small part of the Greek-Catholic church, which recognises the

Pope's supremacy (The Florentine Union).
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any hope of better conditions, as Maria Theresa, and

Joseph II, partly from humane reasons, but chiefly in

order to get a firmer hold on the Poles, acknowledged
the Ruthenians as an independant nation, with permis-

sion to have their own schools and religious institutions.

A theological chair for the education of a Ruthenian

clergy was even founded at the University in Lvof. But

all this did not last very long. As soon as the Polish in-

fluence increased in strength the Monarchs' good will

towards the Ruthenians came to an end. In spite of

the devotion the Ruthenians displayed towards the House

of the Habsburgs during the first part of the 19th century,

and especially in 1848—49, the Ruthenians' position in

the double Monarchy grew worse and worse. Even the

Ukrainian writer Kushener, who is a bitter enemy of

everything Russian, must admit "that the efforts to sup-

port the Ukranian people in Austria were not carried

through with the neccessary consistency".^) This admis-

sion is all the more valuable since it occurs in an article,

which according to the author's own words in the pre-

face is devoted to the exaltation of Austria's civilising

mission in the Slavic countries.

That this mission has not been of an unmixed charac-

ter may be gathered from the fact that as early as the

twenties of the last century pro-Russian organisations

were beginning to be formed in Austria. These arose

chiefly among the Ruthenian clergy, of whom Shasjkevitj,

Holovacky, and Vassilevitj, are not yet forgotten in Ga-

licia.

The Austria government were quite clear about the

Ruthenian sympathies for Russia, and recognised that it

would be impossible to exterminate the people, or to

*) The quotation is taken from the Piece: "Die Unabhangigkeit
der Ukraine als einzige Rettung vor der russischen Gefahr" Dr. NOtzel

Munchen 1915.
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make them Polish simply by reprisals. It endeavoured, there-

fore, to attain its anti-Russian aims by other means, for

instance by playing a civilising role in publishing the peri-

odical — „Galician Russian Times" which was edited by a

priest named Ustianoff. However both Russianophilcs and

Ukrainaophiles were not looked upon with favour in Galicia

up to 1875; though ttie government had in 1868 permitted

the formation of the Ukrainian Educational Society "Pros-

vita" (Enlightenment) which had been started by the

Galician writer Fedkovitsj who wrote in Little Russian.

VI

As before mentioned Dragomanoff had to leave Russia

in 1876. He lived at first in Lvof, but, as he was re-

garded askance by the Austrian government, he was

obliged to go to Switzerland. As a proof of the Austrian

government's friendliness towards the Ruthenians the

Ukrainian and German writers are constantly emphasing
the fact that while the Little Russian language was re-

presstd in Russia, there were several Professors at Lvof

who lectured in that language. The following statement

by Dragomanoff gives some idea of what these professors

were like, and what sort of language they spoke, in his

time the professor at Lvof were Charanewitch-Oganowsky,
and Dobriansky, and at Tchernovitzy, Kalujnitcky. "As

soon as the young generation, which will be educated

in a more liberal spirit, begins to replace the older gene-

ration, which by education is either Polish or German,
literature and science will make still greater progress in

Little Russian"*). Thus there was, in Dragomanoff's time

in Lvof neither any Ukrainian literary language nor any
Ukrainian science; according to his view these would

*) M. Dragomanoff: "On Little Russian Literature', Vienna 1876

(Russian).
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only be attained by the succeeding generation of the

nation.

But in reality the developement came easier and qui-

cker than was expected, and it was from Russia that the

help came. The people certainly did not come, but "in-

tellegensia" ") with Professor Hrusjevsky at its head did,

and thanks to fortunate circumstances the Ukrainian litera-

ture blossomed forth all at once. A great number of

books and pamphlets were published in Ukrainian, and

the people themselves learnt that in the future they were

to be known as the Ukrainian, and not as the Little Rus-

sian nation. Somewhat later they were informed that they
had nothing whatever in common with the Russian na-

tion, and that they ought to break off the ancient con-

nection with Russia and form an independant state.

There was something strange about this propaganda, for

the Ukrainians should free themselves from Russia, but

were not to discard the Polish-Austrian and Hungarian

yoke. How Mr. Hrusjevsky & Co. in Kief explained this

we do not know, but we should like to consider for a

moment "The favourable conditions for Ukrainaophiles in

Austria".

The Austrian government's change of front with regard

to the Ukrainian question began from the time when
Bismark concluded the first German—Austrian treaty

(1879). During the Crimean war an anti-Russian political

movement arose in Prussia. It was led by such prominent

politicians as M, A. von Bethmann-Holweg, the Prussian

Ambassador in London Bunsen, Count Pourtales and

others.

These men used Haxthausen's book on Russia as a

pretext to predict that sooner or later Germany's and

Russia's interests would clash over the Balkan question.

And at the time Bunsen wrote a memorandum in which

*) Intelligensia: members of the cultivated class in Russia.
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he pointed out the necessity of depriving Russia of the

territory near the Black Sea (at that time the name
Ukraina was not yet invented) in order to check her

progress towards the East. At that period, however, Bis-

mark favoured a pro-Russian policy, and so did not carry

out Bunsens plans; but in the following decades he

altered his views. After the Treaty of Berlin his policy

towards Russia underwent a complete change, and he formed

a union with Austria. In 1887 the philosopher von Hart-

mann's articles, which were so much talked of at the time, ap-

peared; these attempted to show, quite openly, how greatly

it was to Germany's interests to check Russia's expan-

sion by forming a Ukrainian State on the territory between

the Volga and Dnjepr. In Russia these articles were firmly

believed to have been inspired by Bismarck.

Just at this time(1887) the newspaper "Pravda" ("Truth")

was started in Lvof*). It was a fighting paper, which

hated Russia and abused everything Russian. The hiherto

innocent, Ukranian literary movement began to assume

a more and more political, anti-Russian charactei. The

number of Ukrainian societies increased, they carried on

an extreme Ukrainaophile propaganda, published a quan-

tity of treatises, declarations, books and newspapers all

with the object of proving the Ukrainian people's great-

ness in the past, and their oppressed state now. The pu-

blic schools were Ukrainianised, and special children's

books were published with the view of inculcating in

their little readers the idea that the unfortunate Ukrainians

on the other side of the frontier were in Russian slavery,

from which every Ukrainian should try to liberate them.

(School books by Wengjill) Of these societies the one

which Prof. Hrusjesky had started under the name of

"The scientific Society in Memory of Schefftjenkos" was

the most important.

*) According to the Ukrainian author Frank, Polish magnates financed

the publication of this newspaper, while it got its inspiration from Berlin.
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This society, which, at the start was only engaged in

modifying the language, soon founded an archaeological,

an ethnological, and a medicinal section, so that it at

length embraced every branch of the people's intellectual

life. The society enjoys the Austrian authorities' special

good will, and receives large subsidiaries, not only from

the Galician Diet, but likewise from the Imperial Treasury.

The Ukrainaophiles understood perfectly well that as

long as their theories were not fully grasped by the people

their efforts would be in vain. Prof. Hrusjevsky has

performed an immense work in furthering these aims. He
is the real founder of modern Ukraina, as he is likewise

Russia's implacable enemy and Austria' sdevoted servant.

The Ukrainians can thank this man's indefatigable energy
that the literary Ukrainian language came into being. It

is he who has represented South Russia's history*) in a

new light, and it is he who has formed the new poli-

tical party in Ukraina — the national democratic party.

This party's policy was for the first time published in

the paper "Dilo" 1899 No. 288: "Our ideal is an inde-

pendant "Rus—Ukraina", uniting all parts of our nation

into one State. We shall support the efforts of the Rus-

sian Ukrainians to convert Russia from a Tsaristic cen-

tralised Power into a constitutional federal state, based

upon the selfgovernment of nations". This practically

bourgeois party was soon united with the two Ukrainian

socialistic parties
— the social democrats and the social

revolutionists — after which the party got a new name

"Spilka" (agreement), the new party's policy likewise, natur-

ally, underwent a change in conformity with the views

of the new members.

*) Before Prof. Hrusjevky wrote his history of the Ukrainian nation

only one "Ukraininn" history of Little Russian was known, pubiislied

by Poletica at the end of the t8th century, which the publisher stated

was written by the Bishop Konnisky, but the story is so false, and he

quoted such falsified documents that Dragomanoff calls it a libel.
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With the object of spreading its ideas among the people
the party formed volunteer fire brigades, which were na-

med "Setj", and gymnastic clubs similar to the Czechich

clubs "Sokoly". But, though this party worked against

Russia, it was not looked upon with favour in Austria. It

was suspected of being at the back of the agrarian distur-

bances, and of the murder of estate owners and jews which

took place in 1902. The Polish journalists (for instance

Varynsky) charged the party with preaching anarchism.

But the party had powerful friends in Vienna. It was

well known there what "Spilka" could be used for, and

the heirapparent Franz Ferdinand showed quite special

good will towards the Ukrainians. The Pole's complaints
remained disregarded, and the Ukranian societies in

Lvof continued, quite openly, to form their preparations

for a rebellion in South Russia. The m.embers of the

"Union for Ukraina's liberation", which had been founded

in Galicia a few years before the war, were especially

active in this respect. "A rebellion of Little Russians

must be organised in Russia, in order to break a window

in the people's great prison", said Lagodinsky, a mem-
ber of the Union, at a public meeting in 1910 during
his candidature to the Galician Diet.

The same year the following uttarance fell from Dne-

striansky, member of the Imperial Parliament: "The Ukra-

inians will, with Austria's help, correct Bogdan's mistake;

they will separate Ukraina from Russia and form a

separate Ukrainian kingdom".*)
In South Russia Spilka had many followers among the

lower middle class. Through all sorts of peasant societies,

such as reading clubs, co-operative societies, and credit soci-

eties the party tried to imprint its ideas on the mind of the

general public. But the results were not great, and during
the revolution in 1905 the people in Ukraina showed no

*) We quote from Ihe paper 'Prikarpatskaja Rus°. 1911.
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separatist inclinations. On that occasion the Little Rus-

sian peasant acted in the same way as his Great Russian

brother, in other words, he burnt and plundered the

estates and the wine cellars, irrespective of whether the

owner was a Little Russian, Great Russian, or Jew. As a

matter of fact it is not quite certain whether the leaders

themselves, at that time, entertained any thoughts of

Ukraina's independance as their main idea was to make

use of the movement to bring about a social upheaval.

It must be noted that the proletariat in Russia does

not only consist of workmen, of which there are

comparatively few, but of minor officials, such as

post office clerks, village schoolmasters, county court

clerks, railway officials etc. All this class is recruited

chiefly from the sons of peasants, they, have, however

severed all connection with the peasant class. These

peoples, economical condition was quite desperate; up
to a short time ago a schoolteacher in the country got

27 roubles, and a minor post office clerk 16 roubles per

month.

It is easy to understand that this badly educated, poor,

dependant crowd, embittered by the conditions of their

life, allowed themselves to be deceived by the socialistic

belief of an imminent social revolution. They eagerly

read all that was forbidden by the government, and

swallowed greedily the socialistic theories. During the

last revolution this class of the community was actuated

by socialistic tendencies, and not by fellow nationalistic

feelings.

An opinion, common to all socialistic parties in Russia,

was that, in order to overthrow the existing political rule,

it was necessary to weaken the connection between Cen-

tral Russia and the frontier districts. The socialistic parties,

therefore, without exception, demanded the conversion

of Russia into a federative republic.

When Count Szepticky, who had been an Austrian officer,
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and whose brother. General Count Szepticky, is now com-

manding the Austrian army of occupation in Poland, was ap-

pointed Metropolit in Lvof the national question was further

complicated by the introduction of the religious question.

Szepticky, who is a fanatical adherent of the church union,

saw in Ukrainaphilism a means of destroying the Russian

Church. He therefore supported the Ukrainian movement

with all the means at his command, of course, not through

love of the Ruthenians, who were complete strangers to

him, but in the hope of recalling the happy times of

the 17th century,
— the days when the Jesuits were masters

in Little Russia.

Af course it can not be said with certainty from where

Prof. Hrusjevsky got the means to carry on his work,

and the societies founded by him. The professor himself

has proudly declared through the press that all rumours

to the effect that he received a secret subsidy were lies.

But in the year 1912 the former Prussian political agent,

Rakoffsky, made disclosures about the amount which

Germany paid to different Ukrainian papers, politi-

cians, and students' clubs. The Ukrainian press declared

that Rakoffsky's disclosures were false, and took legal

procedings against the Polish papers which had published

the disclosures. These cases were not yet concluded on

the outbreak of war. But even if the Prussian agent's

disclosures are not believed one cannot help being surprised

at the amount of printed matter published by the Ukra-

inians of late years. According to the periodical "L'Ukraine",

100 papers appeared daily, before the war. When it is taken

into consideration that the number of illiterates is very

large, (the German writers, for instance, Axel Schmidt,

declares that among the Ukrainian conscripts only 55

per cent, can read) and that the language made by the

Ukrainaophiles is scarcely understood by the greater part of

the people, it is extremely doubtful whether the number

of readers is so large that all these newspapers can pay.
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But, however great the Austrian Government's good
will towards the Ukrainians was, it discovered that the

Ukrainian movement also threatened the Austrian province,

of Galicia. Shortly before the outbreak of the world war

disturbances occured, as in 1902. These led, among other

things, to the murder of the Statholder of Galicia, Count

Potocky, by a Ukrainian student. This brought about an

immediate change in the relations of the Austrian Go-

vernment to the Ukrainians. They lost their influential

protectors i Vienna. But then came the great war, and the

Central-Powers' politicians saw the advantage of using
the Ukrainian movement as a mighty weapon against

Russia. Nothing was left undone to influence public opi-

nion in the necessary direction. They went so far as to

publish the newspaper "L'Ukraine" in French at Lausaune,

which was undoubtedly intended to influence the peoples of

the Entente countries. -But the greatest work was done in

the prisoners' camps; here the Little Russian prisoners

were separated from the other Russians, and specially

trained instructors instilled into them the Ukrainian-

socialistic spirit. These inspired Ukrainians were to return

to Russia, at first as escaped prisoners, and later, after

the cessation of hostilities, as an army of agitators. Ru-

mour has it that the German prison-camps have trained

50,000 such agitators. This rumour might be considered

as an invention, especially as the Germans have always
denied the reports that they carried on political propa-

ganda in the prisoners' camps, but the debates in the

German Reichstag have confirmed the rumour. During the

discussion of the Cholm*) question on the 21st— 23rd

February this year. The Polish deputies, Streyde and

Trampczinsky, accused the government of having trained

*) There has been a dispute about the Cholm-district, (formerly a

part of the Government LubUn, wliich under Stolypin was sepa-

rated into a special Government) which both the Poles and the Ukra-

inians claim.
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agitators in the prisoners' camps, and of having afterwards

sent these to the Chohn district to Ukrainianise it. These

charges were contradicted by the Commander o\ the prisoners'

camps in Germany, General Friedrich, but his answer

was quite short and did not refute the most important

point,
— the assertion that Uitrainian propaganda") was

carried on in the camps.

The Russian government certainly did not recognise

at first the danger which the Ukrainaophile propaganda

represented, as it considered the Lvof literature as the

imaginings of some political emigrants, but even in

the first and second Dumas the Ukrainian socialitsts

withdrew from their Russian friends to form at first a

club, and then a special party, which claimed far reaching

home rule for Ukraina. It only then dawned on the Rus-

sian government that the Ukranian propaganda emanating

from Lvof had spread so widely. In order to counteract

the rumours of the oppression of the Ukrainian people

Stolypin hastened to form Semstvos**) in the South We-

stern Russian governments. But of course this isolated

measure could not eradicate the dissatisfaction, which

was constantly being stimulated by secret agitation, the

more so as the people's discontent was occasioned, not

so much by the political circumstances, as by their social

condition. The Ukrainian peasant wanted land, and only

land; he was indifferent to everything else.

Long before the war a part of the Russian press had

already raised a warning against the danger of the pro-

paganda worked at Lvof. But there were not many who

beliewed in these warnings, especially as the press of the

Left party wrote very cautiously on all national questions

and supported the view, so popular in Russia, that every

nationality had the right to decide their own form of

*) The Reichstag's members question and the General's answer are

taken from ttie report in 'Berliner Tageblatf.

**) Semstvo: institution resembling the English Country Council.
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cultural development. Certainly very few of the Russians

knew what the socialists of the Spilka school understood

by cultural development.

VII

Germany wished Little Russia separated from Great Russia,

as this was not alone to Germany's political, but also espe-

cially to her economical interests. All the pretty phrases,

so often to be met with in German books and pamphlets,
about the sufferings of the unhappy Ukrainian people,

and the duty of the Central Powers, in the name of

humanity and justice, to liberate them from the Russian

yoke were only intended to conceal Germany's selfish

plans to get hold of Ukraina's immense wealth. And
there were, even among the Ukrainian's themselves,

people who held out a helping hand to Germany; thus

Messrs Boginsky and Sevriuk maintain in their works,

that North and South Russia are competitors in the world's

market, wherefore the interests of Little Russia require

the latter's separation from Russia.

. In order to give the reader some idea of Little Russia's

wealth we shall quote some figures. In 1911 70 per cent,

of the weight of the goods exported from all Russia, went

over the Black Sea ports, while the value of the exported

goods which passed through these ports represented 65

percent, of the total value; these ports commanded over

52 per cent, of the Russian tonnage. Of the whole of

Russia's cultivated area 32 per cent, is within Ukraina's

boundaries, Ukraina produces 60 per cent, of the wheat,

and 90 per cent, of all the corn that is exported from

Russia. The production of sugar represents 80 per cent.,

of tobacco 33 percent.; of horned stock 33 percent, are
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bred in Ukraina, and of smaller stock and poultry 50

per cent. For comparison we quote here the total figures

or the year 1910: of horned stock there were 30 million

head in Ukraina. The corn harvest represented 900

million pouds (60 pouds
—

1 ton). The hay harvest

35.8 million pouds.

Ukraina's industrial resources consist first and foremost

of its wealth of coal and ore, which are peculiar to that

country. The coal is according to very inexact estimates,

it is true, practically speaking quite inexhaustible;

while its iron, though somewhat less abundant, will for a

very long time be able to supply a metal industry worked

on a large scale. A number of official documents prove

that Germany is counting upon these mineral riches of

Ukraina, as it is almost impossible for her to obtain

the iron ore necessary for her iron industry. The Germans

are no less interested in the manganese ore which is

found in immense quantities in Ukraina. To Russia, which

is extremely rich in this mineral in the Caucasus, the

Ukrainian fields are not of great importance, but they

would be of the greatest value to Germany.
The working of the mines in Ukraina are closely con-

nected with the working of those in the Don district,

wherefore the Germans have also turned their attention

to this latter district, which is sure to be soon declared

by them as "genuine Ukrainian territory" (at any rate

that part of the district which is nearest Ukraina). The

South Russian, or, as they must now be called the "Ukrai-

nian" mines supplied before the war about 82 percent,

of the total products of the mines in Russia, and about

75 per cent, of all the raw iron which was smelted in

that country. A very important fact was that a great part

of the coal taken up here was anthracite; a kind, which

no other European country, except England, produces.

Furthermore Ukraina enjoys great possibilities for the deve-

lopment of a chemical industry as great quantities of soda
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are to be found, but this industry is so far only slightly

developed. Finally, the fact that the coal and iron mines

are quite close to each other is an inestimable ad-

vantage for the development of the iron industry.

The German writers discuss, with special unction, the

effect, the separation of Little Russia, and loss of access

to the Black Sea country, would have on Russia's future.

We may say plainly the consequences would be disastrous.

We cannot here analyse these consequences, as it would

require a special investigation, but even without any

deep study of the subject it can be easily understood,

what such a separation would mean for Russia, who
would thus be deprived of access to her richest regions

and to the sea. It would be especially ruinous now when

the country is burdened with an immense foreign debt,

and is completely exhausted and disorganised by the Bol-

chevik rule.

We may state that the above quoted figures of Ukraina's

riches refer to the Ukraina as laid down in Prof. Hrus-

jevsky's "History of Ukraina", but, as its boundaries are

constantly being extended by Berlin, it is impossible to

say how much territory this new born republic commands.

Since the peace of Brest-Litovsk the Rada has got orders

to cede Bessarabia to Rumania, and Cholm to Poland,

while Germany has apparently not yet decided where

to lay the boundary between Ukraina and Moskovia (a

name coined by Prof. Delbriick and already freely used in

the German press for the "late" Russia). According to

the newspapers this question will be discussed in the

near future in Kief. Ukrania's frontiers are, like its whole

existence, as an indepedent state completely artificial.

The Ukrainians, who dance to the tune piped by the

Central Powers, do not, of course, demand the incorpo-

ration of Galicia and Bukowina in the new republic.

From Russia, however, they claim, not only the districts

which once formed the Little Russian Cossacks' territority,
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but also the departments, in which the population, accor-

ding to their opinion, consists of Little Russians, even

though these departments in the 18th century were cap-

tured from the Tartars and Turks by the Russian army (the

departments Kherson, Kharkoff, Jekaterinoslaff and Tau-

rida); it is not easy to understand why these departments
are declared Ukrainian. According to the census of 1897,

worked out by Prof. Mendelejeff^) there were in the

Kherson department 1,462,000 Little Russians, 1,267,000

Great Russians, Germans and Jews; in Taurida there

were 611,000 Little Russians, 199,000 Tartars, 637,000

Great Russians, Jews, Armenians, and other nationalities.

Allowing for the yearly increase of population, which

represents 1,5 per cent, it may be presumed that the

Little Russians now represent the same percentage of

the population as in 1897.

But, as we have said Ukraine's boundaries are still

the secret of the "Ukrainian Samostizy" as these gentle-

men have not yet quite decided where they will set up
the frontier poles. This is shown by the fact that Ukra-

inia's "Ally", in order to extend the limits of the repu-

blic, is daily occupying new towns to the north, east

and south. It is impossible to say where this march

will stop.

VIII

A study of Little Russia's history leads to the conviction

that no "Ukranian" nation exists; that the Little Russian

people have never tried to separate from Great Russia, since

the union of these two nearly releated nations, that the Little

Russians, until within recent times, have looked upon them-

*) Prof. Mendelejeff: The Study of Russia. St. Petersburg 1912.
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selves as Russians, and have never thought of Ukraina's

independance. All that is now occurring in Ukraina has

been called forth by artificial means, and is not deep
seated in the feelings of the people. The impossibility

of these two parts of one and the same people being
divided into two states was so apparent both to Great

Russians and to Little Russians, that the question has

never been discussed in Russian literature. As early as

1876 Dragomanoff, after he had left Russia for good,

wrote :

"With regard to the so-called Little Russian "Cossack-

ophilism" and efforts to reestablish the position of Hei-

mans and the carrying through of a Little Russian state

separatism, in short with regard to the "Mazeppian

Ukrainaophilism", as some high personages in Russia ex-

press it, this can only be broached by people who study

the question very superficially, or by those who wish to

harm the cause.

The idealising of the Cossacks and Hetmans, which

was quite natural 30 or 40 years ago, took at the time

very interesting forms; but both this and the efforts to

give the natural Little Russian patriotism a "statelike"

historical character, are completely abandoned by all edu-

cated Little Russians. Of these efforts nothing remains

but Pseudo-Konisky's work "The history of the Russians"

and Sjefftjenko's rather insignificant plays. A return to

this tone is rendered impossible by the scientific critisism

and analysis, for which we have to thank Little Russian

scientific men, such as Kulisj")"

One would have thought that, this very decidely ex-

pressed opinion, by the most eminent Ukrainophile would

have put an end to the question, but owing to the great

agitation carried on at Lvof, interest in the matter is kept

*) Dragomanoff: On the question of the Little Russian Literature.

Vienna 1876. (Russian.)
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alive abroad. Thus the German scientist Dr. Schlesinger,

in his great work "Russland im XX Jahrhundert" Berlin

H)08, writes: "Of late attemps have been made to prove

that Little Russians are a separate nation in contradistinc-

tion to Great Russians. These separatist efforts exist only

in the brains of some scholars and half educated persons.

In spite of all the books Prof. Hrusjevsky may write, there

is no proof that the Little Russian people have separatist

tendencies. The difference between Little Russian and

Great Russian is less than that between Suabian and

Silesian or Alsatian; I personally have had more difficulty

in understanding Alsatian than Little Russian, though I

have never in my life learnt Little Russian"*).

The Pan-Germans accused Schlesinger of sympathising
with Great Russia, but authors who are extremely hostile

to Russia say substantially the same, to the great vexation

of the Ukrainians. Victor Berard, who is highly esteemed in

modern German literature, concludes a chapter on the Little

Russians with the following words: "But the common

history, the common agricultural life, above all the com-

mon religion leads to practically a perfect unity of the

Russian mixture, which the Mongolian war flame seems

in the past to have forged and welded together for ever**).

*) ,Seit einiger Zeit sind Bestrebungen zu Tage getreten um nach-

zuweisen, dass die Kleinrusscn ein besonderes Volk seien, das im

Gegensatz zu den Grossrussen stande. Diese separatistischen Be-

trebungen leben nur in Kopfen einiger Gelehrten und Halbgebiideten.

Mag der Herr Professor Hruschewski noch so viele Bucher schreiben,

so wird damit nicht nachgewiesen, dass das Kleinrussische Volk se-

paratistiche Tendenzen hat . . . Das Kleinrussische unterscheidet sich

von dem Grossrussischen nicht in dem Masse, wie dass Schwabische

von dem Schlesischen oder gar vom Elsassichen. Ich habe personlich

in Elsass das ElsSssische viel schwerer verstanden ais das Kleinrussi-

sche, obwohl ich niemals Kleinrussisch gelernt habe".

**) Mais la communant6 d'histoire et de vie agricole, de religion

surtout, maintient une union presque parfaite en ce conglomerat russien

que jadis I'incendie mongol semble avoir fondu et soud6 pour toujours*.

Victor Berard. .L'empire Russe et le Tsarisme' Paris. 1905.
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Alexander Ular expresses the same idea, only more

fully, in his book "Die russische revolution" (German

translation) Berlin. 1905. He writes: "Though this treatment,

as stupid as it is revolting, has resulted in the Ruthenians

no longer entertaining any sympathy for Tsarism, but

that national feelings have been awakened in Ukraina

(even among the unthinking peasants) quicker and more

completely than in other places; though the national ly-

rics, revived by the peasant troubadours, has spread

among the masses, where it has aroused a feeling for

Ukraina's history and the part she formerly played, thereby

accentuating the country's present insupportable position,

still the Ukrainians consider themselves as a part of the

Russian nation, and in no way claim a return to their

quondam independance. They wish to remain Russians,

but they wish to be citizens in a state which does not

trample under foot the natural rights of its inhabitants.

They aspire to a Russia where every one has the right

to speak their own language and safeguard their interests.

They demand decentralisation, relief from officialdom,

and abolition of the economic slavery which is even

heavier upon them than upon their fellow sufferers."*)

*) Wenn die ebenso alberne wie etnporende Behandlung dem
Zarentum die Sympathien des gesanimten ruthenischen Volkes auch

entfremdet hat, wenn iufolgedessen auch in der Ukraine das Voiks-

bewusstsein schneller und und vollstandiger (selbst bei den gedanken-
losen Bauern) geweckt worden ist als anderwarts; wenn auch die von

bauerlichen Troubadour swiedererlebte Volkisyrik iiberall in die Massen

gedrungcn ist und ihnen ihre friihere Rolle, ihre Geschichte, und da-

mit auch das Unertragliche ihrer jetzigen Lage zu Gemute gefiihrt hat,

so halten sie sich trotzdem jelzt fiir einen integrierenden Bestandtheil

der russischen Nation und sie verlangen in keiner Weise die Wieder-

herstellung ihrer Selbstandigkeit wie in friihere Zeiten. Sie wollen

Russen bleiben, aber Burger eines Reiches, das nicht die natiirUchen

Rechte seiner Mitgheder rait FOssen tritt. Sie wollen ein Russland, wo

gleich ihnen, jeder seine Sprache reden und seine Interessen vertreten

kann, Sie wollen Dezentralisation. die Befreiung von der Beamten-

herrschaft und die Abschaffung der wirtschaftlichen Sklaverei, die auf

hnen vielleicht noch schwerer lastet als auf ihren Leidensgenossen".
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Not alone the writers, who wrote of Russia ten years

ago, but likewise the more cautious of the present day

pamphleteers, who are trying to enlighten the German

people, warn them against placing to much credulity
in the Ukrainian assurances. Axel Schmidt, wellknown

for his hostility to Russia, writes in "Das Ukraine-West-

russland in seiner Bedeutung fur die Entwickelung Mit-

teleuropas" Berlin. 1917: "It would above all things be a

mistake to suppose that there already existed in the broad

masses of the people the conscious desire to be "free

from Russia". Though the dissatisfaction with the Great

Russian rule is not inconsiderable in Ukraina, as is pro-

ved by the Ukrainian's active participation in all the

revolutions, still this dissatisfaction is very far from

being a clear comprehension that the Ukrainian people's

salvation lies in separation from Russia*).'

It will, perhaps, be admitted that all this is quite true,

but all the same there does exist a Ukrainian republic,

which has its own army, which concludes peace, and then

an alliance with the Central Powers; it has declared Rus-

sia war, and according to the papers is always contem-

plating new measures against Great Russians. This re-

public has introduced its own coinage, differing from the

Russian, has opened, at once, 10 Ukrainian universities;

does not allow Russians to live in the republic for more

than three months, after which period they must either

leave the country or register themselves as Ukrainian

citizens. As if this was not enough, the world has lately

learnt that the use of the Russian language within the

*) .Vor allem ware es aber vollig verkehrt anzunehmen, dass dort

bereits in den breiten Massen des Volkes der zielbewuste Wille —
"Los von Russland" — lebt. Die Unzufriedenheitmit den Grossrussischen

Regiment ist, wie die starke Beteiligung der Ukrainer an alien Revo-

lutionen beweist, zwar nicht gering; von da aber bis zur klaren Er-

kenntniss, dass das einzige Heil des Ukrainischen Volkes in einer

Trennung von Russland liegt, ist noch ein weiter Weg.'
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republic's territory has been forbidden not only in Govern-

ment institutions, but also in banks, on the railway, etc. etc.

Perhaps it is not even allowed to speak Russian in one's

own family. How did this republic's most important organ

and later on the republic itself come into being? One of the

results that followed in the train of the Russian revolution

was the formation of numerous professional unions. All

sorts of civil-servants, teachers, apothecaries, railway offi-

cials, in fact representatives of all the different professions,

joined together in order to safeguard their professional

interests. At the same time the many political exiles who

had been living abroad returned to Russia. These two

circumstances formed the basis on which was built the

Ukrainian Rada. During the first week after the revolution

Prof. Hrusjesky summoned thirty representatives of the

different organisations to a meeting in Kief. These thirty

persons formed themselves into a Rada*) (Council) and sent

a request to all societies and political organisations in

in the provinces to send representatives to the Rada for

the consideration of Ukrainian matters. In April 1917

120 such representatives were assembled in Kief. In May
they were joined by the representatives of the soldiers

and of the peasants; the total number of delegates

was thereby raised to 270. Then the military congress,

summoned together in Kief, elected representatives to the

Rada so that the number of members grew to 405; and

in June the Rada was further increased by 100 repre-

santatives elected by the workmen's congress.

At its first meeting the Rada appointed an executive

committee or "The little Rada" and on the 16th June

the first Ukrainian Ministry was formed consisting of

nine Ministers, or "General Secretaries", as they were

called in the new republic. This new authority declared

the governments of Kief, Tjernigof, Podolia, Volynia, and

Poltava, as under its jurisdiction. In November the Rada

*) Rada is a Polish word, from the verb radzic, to discuss. For in-

stance the Regents' Council in Warsaw is called "Regencyjna Rada".
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was summoned to a new meeting, and on that occasion

it was increased by representatives from the departments

of Kherson, Taurida (Crimea excluded), part of Kursk,

Voronej, Bessarabia, and the town of Odessa. Tiie num-

ber of members now amounted to 800.

We have already mentioned that the greater part of

the lower intelligent class in Russia is imbued with

socialistic ideas. As this class representented the great

majority in the new unions, it was only natural that the

founders of the Rada quickly renewed their connection

with the socialists, and the latter became the dominating

factor in the Rada. The bourgeois parties were not

represented at all; the extreme right was formed of a few

socialist-federalists of Dragomanoff's school; the social-

democrats (chiefly workmen) were somewhat more numer-

ously represented; while by far the greater part were

social-revolutionists together with a few maximalists. The

two latter groups represent the intelligenzia, above

mentioned, and the peasants, but we do not know whether

there are really many genuine peasants among these re-

presentatives. The leader of the social-revolutionists is

the former student Mazurenko, one of the men of the

revolution of 1905*).

Immediately after the formation of the Rada its in-

fluence was nil, and many were even hostile towards it,

regarding its member as usurpers who were trying to

obtain power. Most institutions to which the Rada's orders

*) As an example of how far removed from the peasant class the

pretented representatives of the peasants' interests really are, we may
mention the fact that the President of the all Russian peasant congress

was a Doctor of philosophy from the university of Halle, Dr. Avk-

sentieff, who only returned from abroad, where he had been living in

exile, after the revolution. The vice-president was a barrister, Gurevitz,

a Jew, whose father had been raised to the nobility for his pedagogic

services. The representative for the peasant union was another exile,

a nobleman, and former colonel, Oberutjeff, who. not long since, was

in Copenhagen to attend a conference about the exchange of prison-

ners of war.
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were sent refused to obey them, and in many places the

peasants drove the representatives of the Rada from

their doors. The attempt to form a Ukrainian Rada

would have been in all probability a fiasco if the Pro-

visionary Government in Petrograd had acted with deci-

sion, but it proved unequal to the occasion, and was

incapable of putting an end to the Rada's existence.

The Petrograd government certainly tried to protest against

the usurpation of power in Little Russia by the Rada;
and Kerenski issued a prohibition against the military

congresses. But the leaders of the Rada were energetic

men, who knew what they wanted, while the Provisio-

nary Government in Petrograd was powerless, and with-

out authority. This Government, which first had the

weak Prince Lvoff, and then the hysterical dictator,

Kerenski, as head, owing to interior dissentions, was

never able to take any real decisive measure.

While Mr. Kerenski by his speeches tried "to save" Russia

and "deepen" the revolution, Hrusjevsky and his fellows

preferred to act instead of speaking. The first Ukrainian

regiments (Hetman Chmelnicky's regiment, andPolubotko's

regiment) were formed of deserters from the front, and of

men who refused to attend when called up. Though these

regiments in reality did nothing but rob the peaceful

population, yet they were a power on which the Rada could

lean. A fact which was clearly demonstrated to the revolu-

tionary Commanding General, Colonel Oberutjeff, when he

had courage enough to forbid the formation of regiments

consisting of deserters. The Rada revenged itself on him

by inciting the hordes of deserters against him. The
result was that his apartments were looted, while he

himself narrowly escaped being lynched by the excited

soldiery.

After having formed an army the Rada demanded that

the Petrograd government should issue orders for the

separation of the Ukrainians first into special detachments,
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and then into whole regiments. As the Commander in

Chief, Kerenski, refused to comply with this demand, the

Ukrainians began, in defiance of his ordres, of their own

accord to leave their divisions to form Ukrainian divi-

sions and regiments which marched off to Little Russia.

It is, however, not quite clear whether these regiments

consisted of Little Russians only, or also of men who

seized the first opportunity to escape from the front, as

there was absolutely no control.

At the same time the "Commissaires" of the Rada

Ukrainianised the Black Sea fleet. At length, in June, the

Government in Petrograd was so imposed by the power of

the Ukrainian General Secretaries that it found itself obliged

to enter into an agreement with the Rada. Two Ministers,

Terestzenko (a Little Russian) and Zeretelli (a Georgian),

were sent to Kief to negociate with the Government

there, and these gentlemen were so accommodating to

the Ukrainians that all the members of the Provisio-

nary Government belonging to the Constitutional Demo-

cratic party (bourgeois party) did not see their way to sign

the agreement, but withdrew from the Government.

The power in Petrograd thus passed into the hands

of the socialists, with Kerenski at their head, and the

President of the General Secretariat, Vinitjenko, used this

circumstance to get the Rada to reject the agreement,

though it secured Ukraina's home rule on all points.

For, according to this agreement, (it was later revised

at Petrograd by a commission, of which the Minister Ne-

krassoff was the chairman, and in which the Ukrainians

were represented) the Provisionary Government recognised

the General Secretariat as its representative in Ukraina

until the summoning of the Constitutional Assembly, and

simply retained the right to confirm the Rada's decisions.

The General Secretariat's authority was to extend over

the following territory: The departments Kief, Poltava,

Volynia, and Podolia, and partly over the department

Tjernigoff. Furthermore the other South Russian districts
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could join the autonomy of Ukraina, should such a union

be approved of by the assemblies of the Semstvos. The

meeting at wich the Rada rejected the agreement with

the Provisionary Government is of special interst, as several

of the leading members of the Rada (Kovalevsky, Vinit-

jenko and Hrusjevsky) solemnly assured their hearers

that neither they themselves nor their political adherents

belonged to "the Austrian Union for the Liberation of

Ukraina". Kovalevsky declared that his group (the social-

revolutionists) advocated the Russian orientation, while

Vinitjenko and Hrusjevsky expressed their hostile feelings

towards Austria and Germ.any.

But even after having rejected the agreement, the Rada

had no intention of severing the connection with Russia.

On the contrary, the General Secretariat issued on the

16th November a declaration which read: ''All rumours to

the effect that Ukraina has separated from Russia are to

be traced either to the contra-revolutionists, or to people
who have no knowledge of the subject. The Central Rada

and the General Secretariat hereby officially declare that

Ukraina forms a part of the Federal Russian Republic
in the same way as the other nationalities; the present

political situation*) can in no way shake this decision".

And on the 20th November 1917 the Rada's decree ap-

peared, proclaming, among other things, Ukraina as a

democratic republic, inseparable from Russia.

This occurred in the period 16th to 20th November,
that is 1st to 5th December according to the new style,

and on the 25th January (9th February) the Central

Powers signed, in Brest-Litovsk, the treaty of Peace with

the "independant, national republic Ukraina".

What had happened in the course of these six weeks
to cause such a complete change in the views of the

Rada politicians concerning the fate of their native country?

*) The Bolchevics' Coup d'Etat.
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What had led these gentlemen to desert their principle

of unity with Russia, which they so clearly and solemnly
had annouced in November? The answers to these quest-

ions are quite obvious.

It was the Rada's altered position which led to the

above mentioned change of front.

Immediately after the Bolchevic coup d'etat in Petrograd
the Rada, which at the start had believed itself all mighty,

began to feel its position extremely uncertain. Its left

wing demanded the acceptance of Lenin's and Trotzky's

programme, and when their proposal was thrown out,

they with drew in order to form a Bolchevic government
in Kharkoff. Thus two governments were formed in Ukra-

ina. Representatives of the Kharkoff-Government attended

at Brest-Litovsk, but the Central Powers refused to treat

with them.

The people were rather indifferent to the Rada, whose

existence and activities hardly aroused any great interest.

A very learned letter (anonymous) is to be found in the

January number of "Deutsche Politik" 1918 on Ukraina.

Though the writer on the whole is on the side of the

Rada, he admits that the latter's importance in the towns

is very slight. He tries to account for this by pointing

out that the population in the towns in Ukraina are not

pure Ukrainian, but partly Great Russian, Polish and

Jewish, He writes that many institutions, such as the

Corporation of Kief, do not at all recognise the Rada's

authority, but on the other hand the Rada has succeeded

in extending its authority over the Courts of Justice,

Schools, and the Finances. As a matter of fact the Rada's

work with regard to finance so far has been restricted

to the issuing of special Ukrainian paper money, as the

Bolchevics did not allow Russian notes to go to Ukraina.

The letter is silent as to the feelings of the work people

and the peasants, though it is just these classes which
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form the most important part of the Ukrainian population.

It cannot be denied that the Rada very wisely turned to

account these classes' secret desires. While in Petrograd

long discussions were being carried on about the various

plans for abolishing the right of proprietorship in large

landed properties (from Doctor's Shingareff's theoretical

project to Mr. Tjernoff's
—

Kerensky's friend — agrarian ex-

periments), and the solution of labour questions, the Rada

acted, and that with great energy. It published a decree

that all land should be handed over to the people with-

out any compensation being given for it, introduced an

eight hours working day, and proclaimed state control

of industry, and at the same time the Secretariat of Agri-

culture was ordered to take steps for the distribution of

the land among the peasants. The Secretariat was, how-

ever, spared this task, for all the large estates and forests

which hitherto had escaped looting were now plundered
and divided by the peasants

— in the name of the law.

The German papers stated that, everywhere where the

German troops advanced, not an estate was to be found

which was not plundered and ruined by the peasants of

the district.

The Rada could be proud, as during the elections to

the Constitutional Assembly, the Rada's candidates (the

social-revolutionists), whose programme was "Land and

Liberty", got an immense number of votes.

Thus everything seemed to be going smoothly. But

the victors had not considered the possibility that others

might come forward and, in the matter of promises to

the people, overbid the social revolutionists, and such

people soon made their appearance. The Rada had abol-

ished private proprietorship in land, but the Bolchevics

proclaimed the abolition of all private proprietorship,

the Rada had instituted an eight hours day, the

Bolchevics promised a six hours day, or even one of
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four hours; the Rada, whose army w-'is composed of

deserters, at least required that the soldiers should obey
their ofiiciers; the Bolchevics declared the whole officier

class abolished. Believing these great promises, the workers
and peasants hastened to leave the social-revolutionists to

go over to the Bolchevics I The movement spread rapidly,
and the Kharkoff Government got more and more ad-

herents.

The Rada, in vain, appealed the people, and tried to

get them to understand that the Bolchevics were inter-

nationalists who did not acknowledge any national inde-

pendance, while the Rada supported the Ukrainan's natio-

nal independance. The disparity between the different

socialist views did not appear to interest the people;

they went over to those who offered most.

After the Rada had, with the help of the Cossacks,
disarmed the Bolchevic regiments in Kief, it tried to in-

gratiate itself with the people by completely breaking
with Petrograd (the Bolchevics in Kharkoff acted in con-

cert with the Bolchevics in Petrograd). But as this also

had no effect, it resorted to the last measure, to retain

power: it declared Ukraina to be an independant State. In

stead, however, of the acclamation they had counted

upon, such disturbances broke out in Kief that both the

Rada and the General Secretariat, though they had just
concluded the peace so greatly desirea t)y the people,
had no resource but to flee to Gitomir under the pro-
tection of the German-Austrian force.

Of course Austria-Hungary and Germany, who had
concluded peace with the Rada four days before the lat-

ter was driven out, were not ignorant of the state of af-

fairs. Indeed the Central Powers hastened to sign peace
with Ukraina because they knew very well that the po-
sition of the Rada was very insecure. The terms of the

treaty of peace were of secondary importance to the

German and Austrian diplomats (with the Bolchevics a
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still more favourable peace could have been concluded).

The great point was to conclude peace with Ukraina as

an independant State. It was a question of showing all

Europe that Ukraina exists as a State, and in this they
succeeded so well that the representatives of the other

Powers thought it advisable to enter into negotiations

with the Rada, which they wished to prevent from com-

mitting treachery against the Allies.

On the conclusion of peace the "Russianophile" Vini-

tjenko withdrew from the Ukrainian Ministry to make
room for the nAustrianophile" Holubovitj. The roles were

thus played excellently, and there were certainly not

many who could see that the gentlemen of the "Union

for the liberation of Ukraina" were pulling the strings

to make the puppets dance.

Immediately after the conclusion of peace the Central

Powers hastened to carry out the military occupation of

Ukraina, as otherwise there was a risk of all their efforts

to separate Little Russia from Great Russia being in vain,

and that the former would fall in the course of a few

weeks, under the sway of the Bolchevics. At the same

time the Central Powers knew that the Bolchevic Coup
d'Etat had met with success throughout the country, and

everywhere the Soviets where being formed and establishing

their terrible rule over the whole country. The unexpec-
ted triumph of the Bolchevics made all plans of using
the nationalistic quarrels as a means of weakening
Russia quite unnecessary. It was soon obvious that the

principles of Lenin and his followers were a far more
effective measure for the undoing of Russia; Bolchevism

was as strong in Archangel as in Sebastopol, in Irkutsk

as in Kief, and everywhere it brought about ruin and

disorganisation.

The conduct of the Black Sea fleet was very charac-

teristic of the common people's revolutionary procedure.
As long as Kerenski exacted a shadow of miiitairy organi-

s
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sation, this fleet declared that it was Ukrainian, and there-

fore independant of Petrograd. All the newspapers re-

ported that the Black Sea fleet had recognised the au-

thority of the Rada, and had raised the Ukrainian flag.

But as soon as the Bolchevics had attained power the

sailors killed their officers and deserted the Rada for the

the Bolchevics. The explanation of this is very simpie; the

crews were not composed exclusively of Little Russians, and

the question of nationality played no part in the matter,

when the fleet declared itself on the side of the Rada.

The sailors simply felt more attracted by the social-

revolutionary theories of the Rada than by Kerenski's

demand to continue the war; but the Bolchevics' views

were still more attractive, and should some anarchists at

any time come forward and promise more than the

Bolchevics the crews would go over to them.

This is not only true of the crews of the Black Sea

fleet, but is applicable to tbe greater part of Russia's

population. The claims of the different nationalities can

be easily used to arouse discussion and insubordination,

but they can always be exceeded by all sorts of Bolche-

vics and Anarchists. And the Central Powers understood

how to turn to account the national feelings and social

contrasts in Russia.

The separate peace concluded with Ukraina, in order

to weaken Russia, had a very encouraging effect on the

people in Germany and Austria. Count Czernin and von

Kiihlmann were praised to the sky, and the press promised
the people that this peace would give Germany millions of

hundred weights of corn and raw material. But the enthuiasm

of the presss soon began to wane, and a great depres-

sion could be noted in the papers, though the Central

Powers had entered into an agreement with the Rada

for the delivery of a million tons of corn in the course

of the summer. This depression seemed all the more

remarkable, as the struggle with the Bolchevic's "army"
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(as the German-Austrian communiques called the more

or less numerous bands of soldiers, sailors, and red guards
who were murdering the peaceful inhabitants, robbing
and committing other crimes all over the country) was

proceeding very successfully so that the Charkoff Rada

together with its army was obliged to fly towards the

north, as all South Russia was occupied by German-

Austrian troops.

The Germans, who on the whole have a thorough know-

ledge of Russia, made a mistake on one point. They

thought that on the fall of Tsarism their agents in Russia

would have been so strong that they would have been

able to rule the whole country, but they had not con-

sidered that it was easier to let the beast out of its cage
that to get it in again. They thought that the Russian

people who were very unenlightened, and not at all ripe

for an independant political life, would let themselves

be led by the first who assumed authority; but this proved
to be a mistake. As long as the socialists of the various

schools exhorted the Russian people to acts which coincided

with their secret desires the people followed them willingly,

but as soon as their idols attempted to carry out their own
aims they were cast down from their pedestals. The

peasants form, as is well known, the greater part of the

Russian population; and they are anything but socialistic.

They are quite ready to divide up the lands of the estates,

but they refuse absolutely to give up any portion of their

own property, not even so much as a poud of corn,

without getting some return for it. Owing to his lack of

education the Russian peasant is of course unable to

form any judgement of the policies of the different po-

litical parties, but he is quite clear that what is his belongs
to him, and him alone. As long as the socialists fought

against the estate owners, the merchants and the bour-

geoisie, as a whole, they had the undivided sympathy of

the peasants, but had they attempted to nationalise the
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land in accordance with their political theory they would

have experienced something very different.

This characteristic of the peasantry was clearly shown
at the peace between Ukraina and the Central Powers.

The peasants were eager to put an end to the war, but

most decidedly not to deliver up their grain. The corn

they had left they preferred to make spirits of, which they
could both indulge in themselves, and sell for several

hundred roubles pr. vedro. "Why should we sell our

corn," they say. "We have enough money, we need not

pay taxes, and we can buy nothing". If the Rada, instead

Oi money, could offer them the articles which they are

in need of they would deliver the corn, but, as these

articles (hides, tea, sugar) are not to be found either

in Kief or in Germany, the military had to be employed
to take the corn from them by force. But this help does

not assure the future.

The German papers are already stating that their Higher
Command is concerned about the sowing of the former

crown and estate lands, as the peasants do not seem
inclined to undertake this work, as they consider that

they can harvest enough on their old grounds, and that

they need not work more than is absolutely necessary.

Germany is badly in need of the corn and the raw ma-

terial which can be had in Ukraina, and it may be pre-

sumed that she will obtain a fairly good harvest. But it

will be extremely costly for Germany. The Ukrainian people
are sure to lose faith in the social revolution on the lines

prescribed by the Rada or the Soviets, especially, when they
discover that a German noncommissioned officer has re-

placed the police, and that the patriarchal organisation,

although in many respects a bad one, has had to make

way for German discipline and exactingness. We do not

attempt to prophesy where the Ukrainian "Intelligenzia"

will fly to in order to escape the wrath of the people,
but we feel quite safe in predicting that the "Ukrainian

Republic" will leave no trace in history.
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IX

We have in the preceding pages endeavoured to prove
that Ukraina as an independaiit State is a German idea,

realised by German agents, and in no way corresponding
with the aims and aspirations of the Little Russian people.

We have, as our motto, chosen the words the French

scholar, V^- de Vogue, wrote of the Little Russians of

Mazeppa's time, and these words are still applicable. It

must not be forgotten that the revolution was made by
the lower "Intelligentzia", that all their leaders were exiles,

who had long been out of touch with Russia; they im-

magined, and still immagine, that they have the people
with them, but they are deceiving themselves. Dr. Schle-

singer, whom we have referred to before, shows a much
clearer comprehension of the Ukrainian peoples pschyco-

logy than all the men of the revolution with their foreign

education, when he states: ""Gentlemen" is to the Rus-

sian peasant synonymous with estate owners, all officials,

all persons who wear uniforms, such as officers, judges,

students, etc. But likewise all those who, instead of

peasants' smocks or the longtailed Russian coats, wear

the so-called "German" clothes, such as lawyers and doc-

tors, are looked upon by the people as "Gentlemen" . . .

They are extremely mistrustful of all these "Gentlemen"

whom, indeed, they confront with a quiet hatred. They
are not in the least interested in the political views of

the "Gentlemen" as the peasant considers politics as a

gentlemen's pastime; the most conservative official, as

well as the most liberal lawyer are to the peasant only
"Gentlemen". . . The peasant is convinced that all gentle-

men are without conscience and are open to bribery*).

*) Dr. M. Schlesinger .Russland im XX Jahrhundert" 'Herren'

sind fiir die russischen Bauern alle Gutsbesitzer und alle Beamten,

alle Leute, die eine Uniform tragen, wie Offiziere, Richter, Studenten

und Gymnasiasten. Aber auch die Leute, die an stelle der Bauern-
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We may quote here what Dr. Dillon wriles*): "One of the

phenomena that struck me most forcibly as characteristic

of the political regime was the sharp division between

the classes and the masses or, as the two were then

termed, between society-meaning the thinking and writing

nations and the people. My first impression was that of

a conquered race and its foreign masters". . . This view

of the upper class entertained by the peasants explaines

much of what has happened in Russia during the revo-

lution. The unenlightened Russian peasants felt attracted

by the schemes for the abolition of property, extermination

of the bourgeoisie etc. They left it to their leaders to play
with politics and said in affect: "Let them write ordinances,

that cannot hurt us\ meanwhile we shall appropriate the land,

cease to pay taxes, distil spirits and do just as zve please."

But when, on the conclusion of peace they where required

to revert to more settled conditions in order to ensure

the indland commerce and the transit trade, then Mr.

Holubovitz and his followers had to flee to Gitomir, from

where they could only return to Kief under the protection

of their new allies.

Germany turned her knowledge of Russia and of the

Russian socialists to good account. These latter, intoxi-

cated by their success, rendered Germany a great service,

as in a few months they completely desintegrated Rus-

sia's military power, and "from an economical point of

view threw the country back several centuries" (Journal

bluse Oder des rnssischen langschossigen Rockes die sogenannte

.deutsche" Kleidung tragen, wie Rechtsanwalte und Arzte, betrachtet

das Volk ebenso als .Herren' . . . Allen diesen .Herren' misstraut

dass Volk in hOchstem Grade und tragi ihnen geradezu einen

stillen Hass entgegcn. Ihre polilische Richtung ist dem Volke

gleicligiiltig. Die Politik wird als das Amusement der Herren be-

trachtet, der konservativste Staatsanwalt, wie der liberalste Rechtsan-

walt sind fur die Bauern cinfach .Herren*. . . Die Bauern sind uber-

zcugt, dass aile "Herren* gewissenlos und bestechlich sein".

*) Dr. Dillon "The Eclipse of Russia". London 1918.
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de Geneve 24. April 1918) Germany had hardly antici-

pated such great results from the help of the socialists,

or she would not have sent her troops to Unraina; as a matter

of fact these troops, who have nobody to fight against,

are now used to establish order in the Ukrainian towns,

and to get the fields cultivated.

In conclusion we shall quote what Dr. E. Levicky
wrote in his book "Die Ukraine", as it shows what

Germany expected of the "independant" Ukraina.

"The modern States with a highly developed industry

need colonies; if they have not any, or if those they
have are too small, they must see that the economical

life of the other countries is "permeated" by them, in

other words they must exploit the other countries by help

of their man power and their capital. When it is taken

into consideration that Austria-Hungary, for instance, has

no colonies, and that unless her present frontiers are

extended she is literally doomed to he suffocated, and

that Germany, thank sto her very extensive industry, stands

in great need of sure and large markets, it is easily

understood that the economical incorporation of the inde-

pendant Ukraina with the Central Powers will open a

great market for German and Austrian capital, and a field

in wich German culture, assiduity, and productiveness

can be used. The Ukrainian land which has hitherto been

neglected will be considerably improved both economic-

ally and culturally*).

We have quoted this long extract because it shows

what the Ukrainians of Hrusjevsky's school (judging from

his name Levicky is a Little Russian) are striving for,

when their representatives need not take the trouble to

conceal their innermost thougts from the people in order

to deceive them.

*) Dr. E. Levicky 'Die Ukraine", MQnchen 1916.
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X

Russia has doubtless many friends still in Western

Europe and America, who with pain behold the ruin of

a country which by its literature and art has made its

great contribution to the culture of the human race; and

there are besides many who are economically interested

in Russia's fate. To both of these we say: Do not believe

the German writers; complete anarchy is reigning at

present in Russia, but this cannot last for ever. The better

elements will at length see that the people have been de-

ceived and sold, and that advantage was taken of their

ignorance to get them to destroy with their own hands

all that former generations had created.' And when that

hour comes, those who are interested in Russia's fate,

must of course, be ready to stretch out their hands to

help the Russian nation to its feet again; whereas those

who support and recognise the various republics which

are now being formed in Russia are only doing Germany
a service. The Germans' sole aim is to break up the

Northern Colossus, and weaken its several parts. The

words of the French author, Rendu should not be for-

gotten, they are particularly applicable to Russia in 1918:

"Un pays envahi peut se relever, mais un pays divise

doit mourir!" ("A ravaged country may rise again, but

a divided country must die").

POSTSCRIPT
This treatise was already finished when the newspapers

of 4th May reporttd that the Rada in Kief had been

driven out, some members of Government arrested, and

that the Constitutional Assembly would not be summoned.

According to the German newspapers this revolution has

been brought about by the peasants who, it is said, have

formed a new Government, reestablished the position of
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Hetman, and elected General Skoropadsky as Hetman.

Of course all this is the work of the Germans and Au-

strians. How could it be possible for the peasants to

collect suddenly in Kief in such numbers as to be able

to over throw the Government, which actually had its

own and a foreign army to support it? No explanation

of this phenomena is forthcoming nor of why Field-Mar-

shal von Eichhorn had certain members of the General-

Secretariat arrested. As a matter of fact there can be no

doubt about the reasons for these events.

We have endeavoured to show what the Rada was, how

it originated, and what import the occupation of Ukraina

by the Central Powers, had on it. The assistants of the

Central Powers, the social revolutionists and the bolche-

vics, have played their part. The "victorious" German-

Austrian troops have occupied not only Ukraina, but

also Kursk and the Crimea. The Germans and Austrians

no longer need these people, as they have proved un-

able to procure corn and raw material, the peasants not

beleiving in the Utopian State the socialists pictured for

them. Therefore what was wanted was a real power, and

so von Eichhorn, according to the usual Prussian habit,

had the few honest socialists, who had been ingenuous

enough to take part in Holubovitz's Ministry, arrested.

At the same time von Eichhorn issued an order that all

supplies should be given up immediately; those who

concealed anything were threatened with the severest

punishment, even with death and he established German

Courts of Justice. (Telegrams in the newspapers of 2nd

May). But the Central Powers considered these measures

as too severe, as it was feared in Berlin and Vienna that

disturbances might break out in Ukraina just at the mo-

ment when all the German troops were required on the

West Front. Therefore the arrested men were released

the day after, and the dissolution of the Rada and the

reestablishment of the Hetman's position was proclaimed.
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And who is this Hetman? Strictly speaking it is only
the name he has inherited from his ancestors, as he

himself has never been a Cossack. He is an elegant,

energetic officer of the Guards, and one of the richest

men in Russia; he was very popular in Court cirles and
was in great favour with Tsar Nicolas II, and was ap-

pointed one of his first aid-de-camps. During the war
with Japan, and in the present war he has gained a re-

putation as a cavalry general, but he was not liked in

the army, as he was considered too ambitious. He was

undoubtedly actuated by his ambition when he allowed

himself to be appointed Hetman. He, who completely
lacks every qualification for the post of a civil admini-

strator, will certainly only act as a screen for the opera-
tions of the Central Powers in Ukraina. The only good
feature about this appointment is that the Hetman position,
which was already not popular with the people, will now
be absolutely hated. The people, who have had an oppor-

tunity of convincing themselves of what they can expect
from the social revolutionists who have handed over the

country to the Central Powers, will now see what they
can expect from a Hetman who is in reality nothing but

a German police officer. "The Ukrainian Intelligentsia's"
work of many years to separate Little Russia from the

rest of Russia has, under the present chaotic conditions

in Russia, been able to help her enemies' undermining
activities, but Hetman Skaropasky II will without doubt

open the eyes of the Little Russians to the fact that only
a united and undivided Russia will be able to liberate

herself and Ukraina from the German slavery.

Copenhagen, May 1918.
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(The Text is that given in the 'Deutscher Reichsanzeiger' of Mon-

day February 11, 1918, No. 36. Evening Edition, translated and

published in London, by his Majesty's Stationery Office).

Treaty of Peace between Germany. Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and

Turkey of the one part, and the Ukrainian People's Republic of

the other part, of February 9, 1918, at Brest-Litovsk.

WHEREAS
the Ukrainian People has, in the course of the present

world war, declared its independence, and has expressed the

desire to establish a state of peace between the Ukrainian People's

Republic and the Powers at present at war with Russia, the Govern-

ments of Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey have resolved

to conclude a Treaty of Peace with the Government of the Ukrainian

People's Republic ; they wish in this way to take the first step towards

a lasting world peace, honourable for all parties, which shall not only

put an end to the horrors of war, but shall also conduce to the resto-

ration of friendly relations between the peoples in the political, legal,

econmic, and intellectual spheres.

To this end the Plenipotentiaries of the above-mentioned Govern-

ments have met together at Brest-Litovsk for the inception of peace

negotiations, viz:—
For the Imperial German Government: Imperial Actual Privy Coun-

cillor Richard von Kuhlmann, Secretary of State for the Foreign Office;

For the Imperial and Royal Joint Austro-Hungarian Government:

His Imperial and Royal Apostolic Majesty's Privy Councillor Ottokar

Count Czernin von und zu Chudenitz, Minister of the Imperial and

Royal House and Minister for Foreign Affairs;

For the Royal Bulgarian Government: Dr. Vassil Radoslavolf, Presi-

dent of the Council of Ministers; the Envoy M. Andrea Toscheff; the

Envoy M. Ivan Stoyanovich; the Military Plenipotentiary, Colonel Peter

Gantschev, and Dr. Theodor Anastassoff;
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For the Imperial Ottoman Government: His Highness the Grand

Vizier, Talnat Pasha; Ahmet Nessimi Bey, Minister for Foreign Affairs;

His Highness Imbrahim Hakki Pasha, and General of Cavalry Ahmet
Izzet Pasha;

For the Government of the Ukrainian People's Republic: M, Alex-

ander Seveiyuk, M. Mykola Lubynski, and M. Mykola Levytski, mem-
bers of the Ukrainian Central Rada;

The above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries, having presented their full

powers, which were found to be in due and proper form, have agreed

upon the following points:—

ARTICLE 1.

Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey of the one part,

and the Ukrainian People's Republic ot the other part, declare that

the state of war between them is at an end. The contracting parties

are resolved henceforth to live in peace and amity with one another.

ARTICLE II.

(1.) As between Austria-Hungary of the one part and the Ukrainian

Peoples' Repubic of the other part, in so far as these two Powers

border upon one another, the frontiers which existed between the

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and Russia prior to the outbreak of the

present war will be preserved.

(2.) Further north, the frontier of the Ukrainian People's Republic,

starting at Tarnograd, will in general follow the line Bilgoray, Szoc-

zebrzeszyn, Krasnoslav, Pugashov, Radzin, Miedzyzhcche, Sarnaki,

Melnik. Vysokie-Litovsk, Kameniec-Litovsk, Prujany, and Vygonovsk
Lake. This frontier will be delimited in detail by a mixed commission,

according to the etnographical conditions and after taking the wishes

of the inhabitants into consideration.

(3.) In the event of the Ukrainian People's Republic having bound-

aries coterminous with those of another of the Powers of the Quadruple

Alliance, special agreements may become to thereupon at a later date.

ARTICLE III.

The evacuation of the occupied territories shall begin immediately
after the ratification of the present Treaty of Peace.

The manner of carrying out the evacuation and the transfer of the

evacuated territories shall be determined by the Plenipotentiaries of

the interested parties.
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ARTICLE IV.

Diplomatic and consular relations between the contracting parties

shall commense immediately after the ratification of the Treaty of Peace.

Provision for the admission of consuls on the widest scale possible

on both sides is held over for special agreements.

ARTICLE V.

The contracting parties mutually renounce repayment of their war

costs, that is to say, their State expenditure for the prosecution of the

war, as well as payment for war damages, that is to say, damages
sustained by them and their nationals in the war arreas through military

measures, including all requisitions made in enemy territory.

ARTICLE VI.

Prisoners of war of both parties shall be permitted to return home,

in so far as they do not desire, with the approval of the State in

whose territory they shall be, to remain within its territories or to

proceed to another country. Questions connected with this will be

dealt with in the separate treaties provided for in Article VIII,

ARTICLE VII.

It has been agreed as follows with regard to economic relations

between the contracting parties, viz:—

I.

The contracting parties mutually undertake to enter into economic

relations without delay and to organise the exchange of goods on the

basis of the following stipulations:
—

By and until July 31 of the current year a reciprocal exchange of

the surplus of their more important agricultural and industrial products,

for the purpose of meeting current requirements, is to be effected on

the following basis:—
(fl.) The quantities and classes of products to be exchanged in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph shall be

settled on both sides by a commission composed of an equal number

of representatives of both parties, which shall sit immediately after

the Treaty of Peace has been signed.

(&.) The prices of products to be exchanged as specified above

shall be regulated on the basis of mutual agreements by a commission

composed of an equal number of representatives of both parties.

(f.) Calculations shall be made in gold on the following basis:

1,000 German Imperial gold Marks shall be equivalent to 462 gold
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roubles of the former Russia Empire (1 rouble =:i/i6 imperial), or

1,000 Austrian and Hungarian gold Kronen shall be equivalent to

393 Karbovanzy 76 groshy gold of the Ukrainian Peoples Republic, or

to 393 roubles 78 kopecks in gold of the former Russian Empire

(1 rouble = 1/15 imperial).

(d.) The exchange of the goods scheduled by the commission men-

tioned under (a) shall take place through the existing Government

head offices or through head oifices controlled by (he Government.

The exchange of such products as are not scheduled by the above-

mentioned commissions shall be effected on a basis of free trading,

arranged for in accordance with the conditions of the provisional

commercial treaty, which is provided for in Section II hereof.

II

In so far as is not otherwise provided for under Section I hereof,

economic relations between the contracting parties shall be carried on

in accordance with the stipulations specified below until the conclu-

sion of the final Commercial Treaty, but in any event until a period

of at least six months shall have elapsed after the conclussion of

peace between Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey of

the one part, and the European States at present at war with them,

the United States of America and Japan of the other part, i.e. :
—

(a,) Tor economic relations between the German Empire and the

Ukrainian People's Republic, the conditions laid down in the following

provisions of the Germano-Russian Commercial and Maritime Treaty

of 1894—1904*), that it to say-
Articles 1—6 and 7 (including Tariffs "a" and "b"), 8—10, 12, 13—19;

further, among the stipulations of the final Protocol (Part I), paragraphs

1 and 3 of addendum to Article 1; paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 of

addenda to Articles 1 and 12: addendum to paragraph 3; paragraphs

1 and 2 of addendum to Article 5; addenda to Articles 6, 6, 7, 9,

and 10; addenda to Articles 6, 7, and 11
;
to Articles 6—9; to Articles

6 and 7; paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5 of addemdum to Article 12: further,

in the final Protocol (Part IV), §§ 3, 6. 7, 12, 12^, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

(with the reservations required by the corresponding alteration in offi-

cial organisations), 19, 20, 21, and 23.

An agreement has been arrived at upon the following points:
—

(1.) The General Russian Customs Tariff of January 13126, 1903**),

shall continue in force.

(2.) Article 5 shall read as follows:—

*) See "British and Foreign State Paper*," Vols. 88 and 97.

**) See Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 1525. 1903.
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"The contracting parties bind themselves not to hinder reciprocal

trade by any kind of import, export, or transit prohibitions, and to

allow free transit."

"Exceptions may only be made in the case of products which are

actually, or which may become, a State monopoly in the territory of

one of the contracting parties; further, in the case of certain products

which may require exceptional prohibitory measures in view of health

conditions, veterinary control, and public safety, or on other important

political and economic grounds, more especially in connection with

the transition period following the war".

(3) Neither party shall raise any question regarding the preferential

treatment which the other party has granted, or shall grant, to any
other State, arising out of a present or future Customs Union (as, for

instance, the one in force between the German Empire and the Grand

Duchy of Luxemburg), or arising in connection with petty frontier

intercource extending to a boundary zone not exceeding 15 kilom.

in width.

(4.) Article 10 shall read as follows:—
"There shall be reciprocal freedom from all transit dues for goods

of all kinds conveyed through the territory of either of the parties,

whether conveyed direct or unloaded, stored and reloaded during transit".

(5.) Article 12 (a) shall be revised as follows:—
"(a.) With regard to the reciprocal protection of copyright in works

of literature, art, and photography, the provisions of the Treaty con-

cluded between the German Empire and Russia on February 28, 1913*),
shall prevail in the relations between Germany and the Ukrainian

People's Republic.

(b.) .With regard to the reciprocal protection of trade-marks, the

provisions of the Declaration of July 11123, 1873**), shall be authori-

tative in the future".

(6.) The final Protocol of Article 19 shall read as follows:—
"The contracting parlies shall grant each other the greatest possible

support in the matter of railway tariffs, more especially by the esta-

blishment of through rates. To this end both contracting parties are

ready to enter into negotiations with one another at the earlist pos-
sible moment".

(7.) § 5 of Part 4 of the final Protocol shall read as follows:—
"(a.) It has been mutually agreed that the custom-houses of both

countries shall remain open on every day throughout the year, with

the exception of Sundays and legal holidays".

'(b.) For economic relations between Austria-Hungary and the Ukra-

*) See "British and Foreigm State Papers", Vol. 107.

**) See "Britisk and Foreign State Papers", Vol. 68.
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inian People's Republic, the agreements shall be vailed which are set

forth in the following provisions of the Austro-Hungarian-Russian Com-
mercial and Maritime Treaty of February 15, 1906*), being Articles

1, 2, and 5 (including tariffs 'a' and 'b'); Articles 6, 7, 9— 13; Article

14, paragraphs 2 and 3; Articles 15—24; further, in the provisions of

the final Protocol, paragraphs 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 of addenda to Articles

1 and 12; paragraph 6 of addendum to Article 2; addenda to Article

2; to Articles 2, 3 and 5; to Articles 2 and 5; to A.ticles 2, 4, 5, 7,

and 8; to Articles 2, 5, 6, and 7; to Article 17, and likewise paragraphs
1 and 3 to Article 22".

An agreement has been arrived at upon the following points:—
(1) The general Russian Customs Tariff of January 13126, 1903**),

shall remain in force.

(2.) Article 4 shall read as follows:—
•The contracting parties bind themselves not to hinder reciprocal

trade between their territories by any kind of import, export, or transit

prohibition. The only permissible exceptions shall be:—

'(a.) In the case of tobacco, salt, gunpowder, or any other kind of

explosive, and likewise in the case of other articles which may at

any time costitute a State monopoly in the territories of either of the

contracting parties;

'(b.) With respect to war supplies in exceptional circumstances;

'(c.) For reasons of public safety, public health, and veterinary control;

(d.) In the case of certain products which, on other important po-

litical and economic grounds, require exceptional prohibitory measures,

more especially in connection with the transition period following

the war.

(3.) Neither party shall raise any question regarding the preferential

treatment which the other party has granted or shall grant to any

other State arising out of a present or future Customs Union (as, for

instance, the one in force between Austria-Hungary and the Princi-

pality of Lichtenstein), or arising in connection with petty frontier

intercourse, extending to a boundary zone not exceeding 15 kilom.

in width.

(4.) Article 8 shall read as follows:—
•There shall be reciprocal freedom from all transit dues for goods

of all kinds conveyed through the territory of either of the contracting

parties, whether coveyed direct or unloaded, stored and reloaded

during transit'.

(5.) The provisions of the final Protocol of Article 21 shall read as

follows:—

*) See 'British and Foreign State Paperi', Vol. 99.

**) See Parliamentary Paper, Cd. 1525, 1903.
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"The contracting parties shall grant each other the greatest possible

support in the matter of railway tariffs, and more especially by the

establishment of through rates. To this end both contracting parties

are ready to enter into negotiations with one another at the earliest

possible moment".

(c.) In regard to the economic relations between Bulgaria and the

Ukrainian People's Republic, these shall, until such time as a deiinitive

commercial Treaty shall have been concluded, be regulated on the

basis of most-favoured nation treatment. Neither party shall raise any

question regarding the preferential treatment which the other party

has granted or shall grant to any other State arising out of a present

or future Customs Union, or arising in connection with petty frontier

intercourse, extending to a boundary zone not exceeding 15 kilom.

in width.

(d.) In regard to the economic relations between the Ottoman Em-

pire and the Ukrainian People's Republic, these shall, until such time

as a definite commercial Treaty shall have been concluded, be regu-
lated on the basis of most-favoured-nation treatment. Neither party

shall raise any question regarding the preferential treatment which the

other party has granted or shall grant to any other State arising out

of a present or future Customs Union, or arising in connection with

petty frontier intercourse.

The period of validity of the provisional stippulations (set forth

under Section II hereof) for economic relations between Germany,
Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, and the Ottoman Empire of the one part,

and Ukrainian People's Republic of the other part, may be prolonged

by mutual agreement. In the event of the periods foreshadowed in

the first paragraph of Section II not occuring before June 30, 1919,

each of the two contracting parties shall be entitled, as from June 30,

1919, to give six months' notice to determine the provisions contained

in the above-mentioned section.

IV

(a.) Tke Ukrainian People's Republic shall make no claim to the

preferential treatment which Germany grants to Austria-Gungary or to

any other country bound to her by a Customs Union and directly

bordering on Germany, or bordering indirectly through another country
bound to her or to Austria-Hungary by a Customs Union, or to the

preferential treatment which Germany grants to her own colonies,

foreign possessions, or protectorates, or to countries bound to her by
a Customs Union.
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Germany shall make no claim to (he preferential treatment which

the Ukrainian People's Republic grants to any other country bound

to her by a Customs Union and bordering directly on the Ukraine,

or bordering indirectly through any other country bound to her by a

Customs Union, or to colonies, foreign possessions, and protectorates

of one of the countries bound to her by a Customs Union.

(b.) In economic intercource between territory covered by the Cu-

stoms Convention of both States of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy

of the one part, and the Ukrainian People's Republic of the other part,

the Ukrainian People's Republic shall make no claim to the preferen-

tial treatment which Austria-Hungary grants to Germany or to any

other country bound to her by a Customs Union and directly bordering

on Austria-Hungary, or bordering indirectly through another country

which is bound to her or to Germany by a Custom Union. Colonies,

foreign possessions, and protectorates shall in this respect be placed

on the same footing as the mother country.

Austria-Hungary shall make no claim to the preferential treatment

which the Ukrainian People's Republic grants to any other country

bound to her by a Customs Union and directly bordering on the

Ukraine, or hording indirectly through another country bound to her

by a Customs Union, or to colonies, foreign possessions, and protec-

torates of one of the countries bound to her by a Customs Union.

V
(a.) In so far as goods originating in Germany or the Ukraine are

stored in neutral States, with the proviso that they shall not be ex-

ported, either directly or indirectly, to the territories of the other con-

tracting parties, such restiictions regarding their disposal shall be

abolished so far as the contracting parties are concerned. The two

contracting parties therefore undertake immediately to notify the Go-

vernments of the neutral States of the above-mentioned abolition of

this restriction.

(b.) In so far as goods originating in Austria-Hungary or the Ukra-

ine are stored in neutral States, with the proviso that they shall not

be exported, either directly or indirectly, to the territories of the other

contracting party, such restrictions regarding their disposal shall be

abolished so far as the contraciing parties are concerned. The two

contracting parties therefore undertake immediately to notify the Go-

vernments of the neutral States of the above-mentioned abolition of

this restriction.

ARTICLE VIII

The establishing of public and private legal relations, the exchange
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of prisoners of war and interned civilians, the amnesty question, as

well as the questions of the treatment of merchant shipping in the

enemy's hands, shall be settled by means of separate Treaties with

the Ukrainian People's Republic, which shall form an essential part

of the present Treaty of Peace, and, as far as practicable, come into

force simultaneously therewith.

ARTICLE IX

The agreements come to in this Treaty of Peace shall form an in-

divisible whole.

ARTICLE X

For the interpretation of this Treaty, the German and Ukrainian

text shall be authoritative for relations between Germany and the

Ukraine; the German, Hungarian, and Ukrainian text for relations be-

tween Austria-Hungary and the Ukraine; the Bulgarian and Ukrainian

text for relations between Bulgaria and the Ukraine; and the Turkish

and Ukrainian text for relations between Turkey and the Ukraine.

FINAL PROVISION

The present Treaty of Peace shall be ratified. The ratifications shall

be exhanged in Vienna at the earliest possible moment.

The Treaty of Peace shall come into force on its ratification, in so

far as no stipulation to the contrary is contained therein.

In witness whereof the Plenipotentiaries have set their hands and

seals to the present Treaty.

Executed in quintuplicate at Brest-Litovsk on the 9th day of Fe-

bruary 1918.

(Here follow signatures.)

6*
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German-Ukrainian Supplementary Treaty to the Treaty of Peace

between Germany, Austria-Hungary. Bulgaria, and Turkey of the

one part, and the Ukrainian People's Republic of the other part.

In virtue of Article VIII of the Treaty of Peace signed this day

between Germany, Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey of the one

part, and the Ukrainian People's Republic of the other part, the Pleni-

potentiary of the German Empire— Imperial Actual Privy Councillor

Richard von Kiihlmann, Secretary of State for the Foreign Office—and

the Plenipotentiaries of the Ukrainian People's Republic
— Alexander

Severyuk, Mykola Lubynski, and Mykola Levytski, members of the

Ukrainian Central Rada — have agreed to regulate forthwith the esta-

blishing of public and private legal rehtions between Germany and

the Ukraine, the exchange of prisoners of war and interned civilians,

the arrangements for persons returning home, the amnesty to be de-

clared as a consequence of the conclusion of peace, and the treatment

of merchant shipping now in the enemy's hands and to this end to

conclude a Supplementary Treaty to the Treaty of Peace.

The Plenipotentiaries having established the fact that the powers

which they had presented at the time of signature of the Treaty of Peace

included the settlement of the above-mentioned questions, have come

to an agreement upon the following prescriptions, that it to say:
—

I.—Inauguration of Consular Relations.

•
ARTICLE 1.

On the Inauguration of consular relations, according to Article IV

of the Treaty of Peace, each the contracting parties shall admits con-

suls of the other party to all parts of its territories, in so far as ex-

ceptions did not exist before the war regarding certain places or di-

stricts where various languages are spoken and in so far as these

exceptions shall also be maintained after war with regard to any

third Power,
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Each party reserves the right not to admit consuls of the oiher party

to certain places by reason of the exigencies of war until after the

conclusion of the general peace.

ARTICLE 2

Each contracting party shall make compensation for all damage or

injury caused to consular officials of the other party within its territory

during the war, or to consular buildings occupied by representatives

of such party and the contents thereof, by reason of actions contrary

to international law committed by its own public bodies or the local

population.

II.—Restoration of State Treaties

ARTICLE 3

All treaties, agreements, and arrangements in force between Germany
and Russia before the declaration of war shall once more come into

force between the contracting parties immediately after the ratification

of the Treaty of Peace and of the present Supplementary Treaty, pro-

vided the latter do not contain any provisions to the contrary, and

with the stipulation that if their validity is determined for a certain

fixed period, such period shall be extended to the duration of the war.

The German Government shall forward to the Ukrainian Government,

within four weeks of the ratification of the Treaty of Peace, the text

of the treaties, agreements, arrangements specified in Par. 1 of this

Article.

ARTICLE 4

Each of the contracting parties shall be entitled to communicate to

the other party, within six months of the signing of the Treaty of Peace,

all such contracts, agreements, and arrangements, or single clauses

thereof, which, in its opinion, arc incompatible with altered circum-

stances caused by the war. These treaty prescriptions and stipulations

shall be replaced at soon as possible by the new treaties correspon-

ding to the altered views and circumstances.

A Commission composed of representatives of both parties shall

meet in some place to be determined latter, within six months after

the ratification of the Treaty of Peace, for the purpose of drawing up

the new treaties provided for in Par. 1 of this Article. Should the

Commission not come to an agreement within three mon'.hs of their

first meeting, each party shall be entitled to repudiate such prescrip-

tions of the Treaty as it shall have communicated to the other party
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in accordance with the opening sentence of Par. 1 hereof. In the event

of single clauses being in question, the other party shall be free to

withdraw from the entire Treaty.

ARTICLE 5

All treaties, agreements, and arrangements to which third Powers

shall be parties in addition to Germany and Russia, and to which the

Ukrainian People's Republic becomes a party together with or in the

place of Russia, shall come into force between the contracting parties

immediately after the ratification of Treaty of Peece, in so far as no

stipulations to the contrary are contained therein, or at the time of

becoming a party to such Treaty, should this taite place latter on.

The prescriptions of Article 3 concerning extension of the period of

validity and of Article 4 concerning withdrawal shall not apply in the

case of separate treaties between the two parties connected with such

collective treaties.

As regards collective treaties of a political nature to which other

belligerent Powers are also parties, the two contracting parties reserve

entire freedom of action regarding their attitude until after the con-

clusion of a general peace.

III.—Restoration of Civil Law

ARTICLE 6

All regulations in force within the territory of one of the contracting

parties, according to which nationals of the other party shall have

been subjected to any special regulations (wartime legislation) gover-

ning their civil rights owing to the state of war, shall be abrogated

immediately after the ratification of the Treaty of Peace.

All juristic persons and societies domiciled within the territory of

one of the contracting parties shall likewise be regarded as its nationals.

Furthermore similar juristic persons and societies not so domiciled

shall enjoy equality with the nationals of such party in so far as they

were governed, within the territory of the other contracting party, by

provisions binding on such nationals.

ARTICLE 7

It has been agreed as follows with regard to liability and indebtedness

under civil law prejudiced by war-time legislation, viz:—

§ 1. The condition of liability shall be restored, in so far as the

provisions of Articles 7 to 11 do not stipulate otherwise.
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§ 2. The provisions of § 1 shall not prevent the question as to what

influence war conditions (and particularly the impossibility of dischar-

ging liabilities owing to difficulties connected with transport and com-

munications or with commercial prohibitions) have exercised on liability,

being determined in the territory of each of the contracting parties

according to the laws binding on all the inhabitants thereof.

Nationals of the one party whose activities shall have been hampered

by enactments of the other party shall not, however, be less favour-

ably dealt with than nationals of the latter whose activities have been

similarly hampered. Neither shall any person prevented by the war

from punctually discharging an obligation be compelled to make good
the loss or damage resulting therefrom.

§ 3. Pecuniary claims wich ihe debtor was entitled to refuse to

settle during the war, by reason of war time legislation, need not be

met before the expiration of three months after the ratification of the

Treaty of Peace. They shall be charged with interest at the rate of

5 per centum per annum from the date of the original obligation for

the duration of the war and the three months immediately following,

without regard to any moratorium. In particular cases, interest may
also become payable up to the original date for payment.

§ 4. Officially recognised associations for the protections of creditors

shall be mutually recognised and permitted to act as authorised repre-

sentatives of persons and juristic persons associated with and claiming

through them for the settlement of oustanding liabilites and other civil

engagements.

ARTICLE 8

Each contracting party shall, after the ratification of the Treaty of

Peace, resume payment of State liabilities, and more especially the

service of the public debt, to the nationals of the other party.

In regard to the property adjustment which the Ukrainian People's

Republic proposes to undertake in conjunction with the other parts

of the former Russian Empire, the carrying out of the provisions of

Par. 1 of this Article may form the subject of a special agreement.
With regard hereto, the Ukrainian People's Republic shall in any event,

take over the obligations towards German subjects incurred for public

works undertaken in the Ukraine or secured by property situated there.

ARTICLE 9

The contracting parties agree that, save as is otherwise provided by
Article 11, copyright, industrial trademark and patents rights, concessions

and privileges, and other similar claims, based on public law, shall

again become valid within Ukrainian territory.

The provisions of Par. 1 hereof shall not apply to concessions, privileges,
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and similar claims, in so far as these shall in the meantime have been

abolished by legislation binding on all inhabitants of the country and

concerning all similar rights, or which shall have been taken over by

the State or by the community and remain in its possession.

The carrying out of the provisions of Pars. 1 and 2 may form the

subject of a special agreement.

ARTICLE 10

The period within which the rights of nationals of the other party

in the territory of each contracting parly shall expire shall be at the

earliest one year after the ratification of the Treaty of Peace, should it

not have expired at the outbreak of wai. The same shall apply to

periods within which interest coupons and dividend warrants are to

be presented, as also bonds which have been drawn or otherwise

become payable.

ARTICLE 11

The business of bureaux or departments which, by reason oi war-

time legislation, shall have undertaken the supervision, custody, ad-

ministration, or liquidation of property or the receipt of payments,

shall be wound up on the lines indicated below, without prejudice

to the provisions of Article 12.

§ 1. Property under supervision, custody, or administration shall be

released without delay at the request of the person entitled thereto,

and, until such person takes it over, care shall be taken to safeguard

his interests.

§ 2. The provisions of § 1 shall not affect the properly acquired

rights of third parties. Payments and other obligations of a debtor

accepted by the authorities mentioned at the beginning of this Article,

or by their order, shall have the same effect within the territory of

the contracting parties as though received by the creditor in person.

Arrangements under civil law made by the authorities above men-

tioned, or by their order or with them, shall be binding in their effect

upon both parties.

§ 3. Upon the request of those entitled thereto, information shall

be immediately furnished with regard to the authorities mentioned at

the beginning of this Article, and more especially concerning their

income and expenditure.

ARTICLE 12

Land or rights over land, mining rights, as well as the right of

using exploiting, and working land, undertakings or participations

in an undertaking, especially shares which, in consequense of war-time
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legislation, have been alienated or otherwise compulsorily withdrawn

from the rightful owner, shall be reconveyed to such owner upon re-

quisition made by him within one year after the ratification of the

Treaty of Peace, against his surrender of any adventages or profits

which may have accrued to him by reason of such alienation or with-

drawal, free of all rights established by third parties in the meantime.

The provisions of Par. 1 hereof shall not ap^ly in so far as the alie-

nated property shall in the meantime have been taken over by the

State or by the community and be in its possession on the basis of

legislation valid for all its inhabitants and for all property of a similar

nature. In the event of the cancellation of such tranfer, the request

mentioned in Par. 1 hereof can be made (against counter-surrender)

within a year after the cancellation.

W.—Compensation for Civil Damage

ARTICLE 13

The contracting parties have agreed that nationals on both sides

shall be compensated for loss or damage sufferred in consequense of

war-time legislation through the temporary or permanent withdrawal

of concessions, privileges, and similar rights, or through the control,

custody, administration, or sale of property. This shall also apply to

damage suffered by civilian nationals of each party outside the war

zones during the war, by reason of acts of violence against life, health,

or property contrary to international law and caused by its public

bodies or its population.

As regards the property adjustment with other parts of the former

Russian Empire contemplated by the Ukrainian People's Republic, the

carrying out of the principles laid down in Par. 1 hereof may form

the subject of a special agreement.

V.—Exchanged of Prisoners of War and Interned Civilians

ARTICLE 14

The following provisions are made concerning the exchange of pri-

soners of war provided for in Article VI of the Treaty of Peace, viz:—
§ 1. The exchange of prisoners of war unfit for military service,

which is already taking place, shall be carried through with all pos-

sible speed.
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The exchange of other prisoners of war shall take place as soon as

possible, within a fixed period yet to be agreed upon.

§ 2. Upon being released, prisoners of war shall receive back the

private property taken from them by the authorities of the State in

whose territory they shall be, and also the portion of their earnings
not yet paid out or computed. This obligation shall not apply to writ-

ten documents of military purport.

§ 3. A Commission to be formed of four representatives of each

party shall meet in Brest-Litovsk as soon as possible after the ratifi-

cation of the Treaty of Peace, in order to fix the periods provided for

in clause 2 of § 1 of this Article, as well as other details of the ex-

change (especially the manner of their repatriation), and to supervise

the carrying through of the agreements arrived at.

§ 4. The expenditure incurred for prisoners of war of the one side

(of which a return shall be made according to the principles of inter-

national law) shall be set against that incurred for those of the other

side, having regard to the number of prisoners on both sides.

ARTICLE 15.

The following provisions are made concerning the repatriation of

civilian nationals on both sides: —
§ 1. Interned or deported civilian nationals on each side shall, as

soon as practicable, be repatriated free of charge, in so far as they do

not wish (subject to the consent of the State within whose territory

they shall be) to remain there or go to another country.

The Commission mentoined in § 3 of Article 14 shall settle the

details of repatriation an shall supervise the carrying out of the agree-

ments made.

§ 2. Nationals of one party who were domiciled or industrially

or commercially established within territory of the other party on the

outbreak of war and who did not remain there, may return to such

territory as soon as the other party is no lo 'ger in a state of war.

Permission for their, return can only be refused on the ground of

danger to the State at home or abroad.

A passport made out by the authorities of the home Government,

stating that the bearer is one of the persons indicated in § 1, shall

be sufficient evidence. No visa shall be required on such passport.

ARTICLE 16.

Nationals of each contracting party shall not be subject, within the

territory of the other party, to any assessment, tax, contribution, or

dues upon their industria or commercial business or other occupation
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for the period during which such industrial or commercial business or

or other occupation shall have been dormant in consequence of the

war. Amounts already collected but which are not payable according
to this Article, shallbe refunded within six months after the ratification

of the Treaty of Peace.

The provisions of Par. I shall correspondingly apply to commercial

an industrial companies in which the nationals of the one party are

interested as members, shareholders, or otherwise, an whose business

in the territory of the other party shall have been dormant in conse-

quence of the war.

ARTICLE 17.

Each of the contracting parties undertakes to respect an keep in

good order the burial-places, within its territory, of members of the

military forces of the other party who fell in the war, as well as of

other nationals of such party who died during internment or after de-

portation; duly authorised persons may tend and suitably decorate the

burial-places, with the consent of the local authorities. Particular que-
stions connected with the care of such burial-places may be a matter

for further agreement.

VI.—Provision for Returning Emigrants.

ARTICLE 18.

Nationals of each of the contracting parties racially originating in

the territory af the other party may return to their native country within

a period of ten years after the ratification of the Treaty of Peace, in

agreement with the authorities of such party.

Persons authorised to return shall receive a discharge from their

former State allegiance on demand. Their written or verbal communi-

cation with the diplomatic or consular representatives of their native

country shall not be prevented or rendered difficult in any way.

ARTICLE 19.

Returning emigrants shall suffer no pecuniary or material disadvan-

tage through exercising the right of return. They shall be entitled to

realise their property and take the proceeds thereof with them, as also

(subject to the provisions of the general law of the land) their mo-
vable possessions. Further, they shall have the right to determine their

leases upon giving six months' notice to this effect, without the les-

sor being entitled to claim damages on account of the premature de-

termination thereof.
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y/ll.—Amnesty.

ARTICLE 20.

Each contracting party grants to nationals of the other party freedom

from punishment according to the following provisions, viz :—

§ 1. Each party grants complete immunity from punishment to pri-

soners of war belonging to the other party for all punishable offen-

ces against law or discipline.

§ 2. Each party grants complete immunity from punishment to ci-

vilian nationals of the other party interned or deported during the war,

for punishable offences against law or discipline committed by them

during their internment or after deportation.

§ 3. Each party grants to all nationals of the other party complete

immunity from punishment for offences committed for the benefit of

the latter and for contraventions of exceptional laws passed against

enemy aliens.

§ 4. The immunity from punishment provided for in §§ 1 to 3 shall

not extend to offences committed after ratification of the Treaty of

Peace.

§ 5. In so far as immunity from punishment is granted according to

the provisions of §§ 1 to 4, new penal proceedings shall not be com-

menced, pending penal proceedings shall be quashed, and punishments

enforced shall be remitted. Prisoners of war awaiting trial or under-

going imprisonment on accuont of military treachery or high treason,

culpable homicide, robbery, blackmail, arson, or crimes against morality

may, however, be kept in prison until repatriated.

ARTICLE 21.

The contracting parties grant to their own nationals freedom from

punishment according to the following provisions, viz:—
§ 1. Er.ch party grants to members of its own armed forces com-

plete immunity from punishment in reference to work done as priso-

ners of war of the other party. The same shall apply to work done

by civilian nationals on both sides during internment or deportation.

§ 2. Each party grants complete immunity from punishment to inha-

bitants of such of its territory as shall have been occupied during the

war, in respect of their political conduct during such occupation.

§ 3. The provisions of § 5 of Article 20 shall apply to the immu-

nity from punishment provided for in §§ 1 and 2. Moreover, in those

cases further legal disadvantages shall not devolve upon the persons

concerned and their families.
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ARTICLE 22.

The contracting parties reserve to themselves the right to enter into

further agreements concerning immunity from punishment to be gua-

ranteed by each party for offences committed to its prejudice.

V\\\.—Treatment of Merchant Vessels and of Cargoes which have

come into the Enemy's Possession.

ARTICLE 23.

Merchant vessels of one contracting party which were lying in the

ports of the other party and the outbreak of war shall, with their car-

goes, be given back or, in so far as this is not possible, be compen-

sated for in money. A special agreement may be entered into as re-

gards compensation for the use of such ships during the war, in

view of the adjustment intended to be made by the Ukrainian People's

Republic with the other parts of the former Russian Empire.

ARTICLE 24.

Merchant ships brought in as prizes shall be definitely confiscated

if condemned before the ratification of the Treaty of Peace by the

valid judgment of a Prize Court and if they do not come under the

provisions of Article 23. In other cases they are to be given back or,

if no longer available, are to be compensated for in money. These

provisions shall apply to ships' cargoes brought in as prizes and be-

longing to nationals of the contracting parties.

ARTICLE 25.

The application of the provisions contained in Articles 23 and 24,

and more especially the assessing of compensation, shall devolve upon
a mixed Commission, which shall consist of one representative of each

of the contracting parties and a neutral chairman, and shall sit at

Odessa (or some other suitable place) within three months after the

date of the ratification of the Treaty of Peace. The President of the

Swiss Federal Council shall be requested to nominatet he chairman.

ARTICLE 26.

The contracting parties shall do all in their power to facilitate the

free and undisturbed return home of the merchant shipping and car-

goes returnable under Articles 23 and 24.
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IX.—Concluding Provisions.

ARTICLE 27.

This Supplementary Treaty, which forms an essential part of the

Treaty of Peace, siiall be ratified and the ratifications exchanged at

the same time as the ratifications of the Treaty of Peace.

ARTICLE 28.

The Supplementary Treaty shall, in so far as it is not otherwise

stated, come into force at the same time as the Treaty of Peace.

The representatives of the contracting parties shall meet together at

a place to be determined later for the purpose of making additions

to the Supplementary Treaty, and especially for concluding the further

agreements reserved by it.

In witness whereof the Plenipotentiaries, as well as the Royal Prus-

sian Major-Gcneral Max Hoffmann, Chief of General Staff to the Com-

mander-in-Chief in the East (representing the German Chief Army

Command), have hereunto set their hands and seals of office.

Signed in duplicate at Brest-Litovsk this 9th day of February, 1918,

(Here follow signatures.)
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